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WILSON POLICY

to leave for Juarez us soon as Paucho
Villa appears. Reports in Juarez say

the evacuation is due to the fear Of
Mlie federals that the regulars of Oroz-'cwill turn rebels when the rebels
begin to attack. According to refugees arriving from there, practically
all of the foreigners are getting out as
rapidly as possible.
Trevino Released,
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 30. General
Ceroninio Trevino, news of whose capture by rebels during an assault, was
authorities yesATHOUGH NOT MADE PUBLIC IT IS given by tne federal
terday, was released today and came
THAT THE ADMINISto this city. General Trevino declined
ANNOUNCED
the office offered by President Huerta
TRATION HAS DECIDED ON COURSE as federad
commander of military.

SULZER CASE TO

PANAMA LOCKS
CANNOT BE
FOUND By ENEMY

MANY STRIKERS

JEALOUSY

CAUSE OF
A DOUBLE

NO.
TRAGEDY

URIOSTE IS HEADED

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 30. F.
McCully, aged 65, today shot and
FOR COLORADO
killed M. rj. Locke, a young man who
Oct.
tests
30,
Secret
Washington,
(had been Htaying at his house aud
recently made by the third division of
then shot himself, inflicting a wound
the Atlantic battleship fleet under
from which he will probably die. Mc-- ;
REPORT
command of Rear Admiral Usher, are
Cully is said to. have been insanely
said to have disclosed the fact that
'jealous of Locke. Doth men came here
the Panama canal virtually has noth
recently and were
comparatively
WITH MURDER
CHARGED
ing to fear from the fire of auy enest rangers ..In the city.
FUGITIVE,
fleet so far as the Gatun and
my's
The McCully's came from DarlingTHOSE
W. H. MOORE ASKS INJUNCTION IN
AND
HOWEVER
AT AGUILAR
TO HAVE
SAID
OF
OWN SON, IS
other Important locks are concerned.
ton, Mo., where they are said to have
from
This
information
leaked
the
LUDLOW SHOW SIGNS OF RESISTU. S. DISTRICT COURT AGAINST
HIT TRAIL OF LONESOME PINE
conducted a hotel, and Uicke worked
navy department yesterday.
for them as porter. Soon alter Mrs.
STATE
AND
The tests, started last winter, are
GLYNN
ING.
SOME OF THE MINES MAY
OFFICIALS,
TRAVELING WITH GUIDE ON
to have sold the hotel
McCully is
declared to have developed the fact
Have
of
to
moved
Part
to
St.
Ixmis
and
Monterey.
later
TO BE PURSUED
THAT CONSTITUTION that the fleet could not determine the
MILITIA
CHARGING
RESUME WORK.
MAY; jaiid
Laredo. Tex., Oct. 30. The constituSt. Joseph, Mo. According to survlv-linlocation of the Gutun locks. It also
tionalists, according to reports receivmembers of Ihe family, McCully
STAY INDEFINITELY
IS VIOLATED
is
the
made
intimated
that
data
pubed here, said they claimed to have a
resented the sale of the hotel.
The
to
GENERAL DIAZ MAY
lic
and supposed
give the topograportion of the city of Monterey wrest.McCully's came here about two weeks DESCRIPTION AND PHOTO
inof
the canal purposely was
phy
ed from the federal soldiers.
(u;o, Locke accompanying them. as dii
CONTROL OF STATE HAS
accurate. In addition it was discov- ARTILLERY BATTERY
BE TAKEN TO PROGRESSO
Rebels Rush to Monterey.
ARE SENT BROADCAST
.Iso Theo .McCully and his brid:! of
renered that the hills Intervening
two weeks. .McCully shot Locke with-Kagle
Pass, Tex., Oct. HO. The
PEOPLE
FROM
TO
LUDLOW out
SENT
PASSED
dered the locks almost immune from
armies on both sideB in northeast
Mc
warning (entering the
Washington, D. C Oct. SO. That Mexico are concentrating at Montedamage by bombardment from sea.
That Francisco Rivera y Urioste,
Cully found Locke setting on the floor
the policy of the administration has rey in one of the largest troop moveExtension of the breakwater on tin
with the. murder of his own
beans
a
sent
and
bullet
charged
shelling
Detach-ment30.
30.
to
Suit looking
New York, Oct.
Trinidad, Colo., Oct.
been worked out finally and may not ments in Mexico's recent revolutions.
(Atlantic side has made it possible to
his
as
brain
ho looked up sou and now a fugitive, is threading
through
A
ot William mount long range guns so far out that
of artillery from batteries
be anounced for another week was in- OpHdrs
to greet him. After a few mltm1'' he. his way through the mountains in an
liprp from Onvprn- - bringing the impeachment
M of Denver in command of ('apt.
Uicated today at the white house. "It)oi. Cal.rallZli tor
constitutional-i- Sulzer before the supreme court of the approach1 of an enemy's fleet and
on himself and tired effort to reach Colorado, is the report,
every
un turned the gun
necessary," said Chairman Bacon, l,af . (hlH
Hnn tn ,.,... to Mnntf,. the United States was started today could readily be checked. Elaborate La Fevre left here this afternoon
circulated today.
a bullet into his brain.
to refrom
court
General
Chase
der
orders
in
States
district
United
the
the.
of
the
for
apalso
of the foreign relations committee,
mining
plans
I'rioste escaped from the county jail
where fighting is reported still in
jrey,
Ludlow.
lieve
Unless
at
the
situation
Atshould
here
nations
both
of
on
the
by
proceedings.
the
canal
the
injunction
"that
European
proaches
jprogress. The constitutionalist forces
Tuesday evening aud it is rumored
DENVER NURSE HELD
occurs
the
an
detachment
set
that
the
forth
outbreak
of
United
The
the
the
sides
have
Pacific,
lantic
and
complainants
right
already
recognize
Inow concentrating
about Monterey
that he rushed to the house of a relaPENDING INVESTIGATION
will probably spend the day in rest
States to deal with the situation. Now are said to number 0,000, drawn all constitution of the United States is been completed.
tive, who provided two horses. Then,
to
Trinidad
and
of
return
in
Quiet
the
will
violated
tonight.
it
government
that we have that recognition,
the way from Torreon, in north cen- being
Oct. 30. Miso Lou;u- Hale, with this relative as a gutue, it is sain
prevails at the Ludlow tent colony but a Denver,was arrested
take a little time for the president to tral Mexico, to Matamoras, in the this state and is not according to a NOT A RETURN TO
nurse,
today and held uriosie aasnca away luwaru jeauque
to
said
are
strikers
of
numbers
of
large
government.
republican form
work out the problem. There is a pos- extreme northeastern corner.
an Investigation of the death, and is now hitting the "trail of the
pending
of
and
Ludlow
west
in
be
hills
the
Include
Gov.
The defendants named
SPOILS SYSTEM
sibility that within the next few days
The federals have rushed ten field
of Harry Ilradley, a traveling man of lonesome pine" toward Colorado,
be guns from Piedras Negras and left Glynn and the state executive officers
Aguilar. Last night a lot of camp fires
would
a definite announcement
This news was wired to Denver pa-Lincoln, who was found unconscious
SAYS
PRESIDENT
interand
were
those
seen
lines,
along
made of the result of the election last only 200 men to guard that place. together with state senators. The
a hotel last Sunday night. The au- - pers this morning and all Colorado
at
all
mittent firing was heard
adminthrough thorities
Sunday. While the election has been Navarette, Tellez and Maas are lead- plaintiff asks that the present
recalled that in June, 1011. may he aroused before tonight to be
AVashington, Oct. 30. By direction the night. Shots were fired into the Mrs. Mamie Ellen Smith, of Canon on the alert to send news of Urioste
repudiated here the actual formalities ing other federal relief forces south- istration be enjoined from recognizing
done. At
of proclaiming the result may have ward to Monterey from the border the Impeachment and that Sulzer he of President Wilson, Commissioner of colliery but no damage
died after she had been taken who is much wanted in New Mexico
two companies of cavalry City,
restored as governor.
Internal Revenue Osborn Instructed
some bearing on the situation for country.
in an unconscious condition, from a aver since his wife told on the witness
mornon
this
were
toduty
patrol
placed
the
collectors
Sulzer
country
throughout
awhile."
by
The conviction ot William
hotel next door to the one in which stand that terrible story about the
of gathering up the
President Wilson is considering SM ALL LOAN BUSINESS
the court of impeachment and his re day that the recent action of congress ing and the work
Iu both cases, murder of four of her five children.
Bradley succumbed.
is
carried
arms
of
the
strikers
being
in
from
collectors
it
BRINGS LARGE PROFITS. moval from office as governor was
removing deputy
Miss Hale attended the patient.
suggestions from his advisors and
It is believed by those who know
of
the
forward
Many
civil
systematically.
did
of
the
not
service
was said today that the plan might
Boston, Oct. 30. How a net profit thrown Into the federal court by At- the protection
Miss Hale explained that she gave Urioste that he would not attempt to
to
are
those
said
have
strikers
joined
not
mean a return to the spoils sysbe ready for a week.
of $24,000 on a capital of $1000 was torney W. H. Moore of this city. In a
a
in the hill. The Huerfano county dep- Bradley a hypodermic injection of escape from this county without
To insure the safety of General Diaz made by a Chicago company in four remarkable
petition Moore alleges tem and was taken only for efficiency. uties are said to have turned
of a grain of strych- - guide. It is said he is unfamiliar with
in
their
and party, the captain has asked the years in the small loan business was that the control of the state of New In a letter to collectors. Mr. Osborn
the geography of the state and that
rifles. It. is said work will be started nine.
navy department for orders to move told on the witness stand today at a York has passed from the people to a said
of three months experience as
After the. death of Mrs. Sinilh, the outside
.
,
.
"Collectors are advised that, the ob- in the Aguilar mines today.
1
the ship out of Mexican waters to trial for violating the small loans act. small group of politicians. Moore
a
in uiw ouuiueni pun vi
a
coroner
sneepueraer
Issued
death
certificate.
Coloof
the
Six
hundred members
some American port.
Miss Helen M. Roster, of Winthrop, seeks to have the court enjoin Glynn ject of this provision of law is effi- been
never
he
the
has
away
county
accidental
rest
giving
morphine poisoning
Tinder that plan Diaz was trans- testified that four years ago she was from assuming the functions of gover ciency, and only efficiency, and that rado national guard this morning
as the cause. No arrests were made from Santa P.
Adferred to the Louisiana which sails for engaged by mail to transact the com- nor, and concludes his petition with a any tendency to use this class of ap- - ed in camp awaiting orders from
time.
that
at
If he is riding now toward the Colo
jutant General Chase. Troops were
Progresso at a date yet undetermined. pany's loan business in this city and prayer to have all state books audited. pointments merely tor personal
rado
line, it may be that he will steer
on
out
a
of
ordered
spe
Walsenburg
or
the
of
ward
the
of
Bavorlng
a
anything
After a conference the transfer
received $1000 as capital. Since then
engaged in the height of
of cities and towns and try to
clear
to
to
the
MASSACHUSETTS
cial
train
CAMPAIGN
protect
a
Aguilar
will
considered
be
fugitives was made to guard against she has sent back $24,000, she said, Kummirn fnr plpctlnn to the assembly spoils system
In hiding in the country. But anIS
Fuel
VERY
LIVELY
GETTING
stay
Southwestern
company
against
of
serious
disregard
public duty.
Huerta officials.
to heads of the concern In Chicago.on the Progressive ticket. When re- very
other theory is that TJrloste will try to
to deal with violence. The sanitary condition of
Rear Admiral Cowles from his flagporters told him of Moore's action, he They will be expected
colonies
called
tent
was
Ludlow
the
30,'
a
With the election enter Old Mexico knowing the dangBoston, Otft,.
spirit the whole
said. "That is the first I have heard these matters in
ship, California, at Guaymas, advises
to the attention of the military off- a few days away, the gubernatorial ers of extradition should he be trap
X of It."
34 BODIES YET TO
country will approve.
there is no apparent trouble inland
for betterment are candidates ran their political machines ped in Colorado. In Old Mexico he
BE RECOVERED.
and that all is quiet.
"Hereafter when vacancies in this icers and changes
The petition charges a certain group
demanded.
close to the speed limit. Lieutenant might have a better chance to escape
Dawson, N. M., Oct. 30. About X of men unnamed with obtaining con- class of offices occur or changes are being
Secretary Bryan leaving today to
A squad of cavalrymen
lute this Governor I. Walsli, "Democratic nomi- arrest, owing to the chaotic condition
camin
New
vacanmore
resumed
miners
the
such
and
before
work,
Jersey
speak
sixty
trol of the state, its many offices and contemplated,
morning was ordered to return to nee, spent most of the day in F.ssex. of affairs down there. I'rioste speaks
paign, said there was no change in the
today. There are about 34 more
vast. funds for their sole use and bene- cies are filled or such changes are efShots were fired by armed Governor Foss, who is running inde- Spanish and Knglish and seems an
Aguilar.
Mexican situation.
to
will
this
bodies in the mines under the X fit.
forward
fected, collectors
into
the tent colony of strikers. pendently, issued an edition of 60,000 able bodied man. the kind who find a
guards
X
of
whom
debris but the work
office the names of the persons
removing
No Precedent.
to ready welcome from revolutionists.
Chase today stated pamphlets containing his claims
General
Adjutant
and
stateMexico jBlty, Mex., Oct. 30. Word
will
slow.
be difficult
these
It is desired to appoint, with a
to have the troops his right of
was
was
are
30.
he
There
His Description.
that
Oct.
going
netting
headWashington,
recto
the
ment of their uuaiiHcaiion and
provisional
waB brought
at Aguilar indefinitely. The 125th
lively.
no precedent covering the supreme ords. No
Urioste has served a term In he
quarters by two women that two men
appointments in this class
troops who guarded that mine
court reviewing an Impeachment case, of offices shall hereafter be made by
state penitentiary where he was
had offered them $500 to have General
known as No. 2409. He was sentencMETHODS
OF which might come to the higher court. collectors without the approval of the last night returnedand towillWalsenburg
Huerta call at a certain house at the VARIOUS
go to Lud- DEPRECIATION
AND ITS ed March 20, 1900, from Santa Fe
Should the case be forwarded from
early this morning
outer edge of the city where they
department."
low. Another squad of cavalry under
the lower court it undoubtedly would
could get possession of him for the
county to serve two and a half years
be expedited there with a decision not
Captain Dorn has been sent down the
R. R. VALUATION
op the charge of assault, with a deadly
purpose of, assassination. The women
VALUE
RELATION
TO
to
from
Trinidad
west
in
main
road
court
GOVERNMENT
lower
in
the
reached
years.
became alarmed and gave the inforHis age was given then at
weapon.
a
to
load
of
seize
Frederick
wagon
mation to the headquarters. The two
"Absurd"' Says Attorney General.
31; height 5 feet, 4 and a quarter
OPENS CASE IN
was
it
arms
and ammunition which,
men were arrested.
COST OF REPRODUCING ROAD NOT NEARinches; weight 145 pounds; eyes, hair
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 30. "A suit to
RYAN'S APPEAL reported, had left Frederick for this DISCUSSED BY DR. A. f. WEBER OF NEW land
Diaz is Tamed.
to power is absurd,"
restore
Sulzer
complexion, dark.
A
METHOD
AS
GOOD
LY
ASCERorSD
city. The troops are acting under
Vera Cruz, Oct. 30. Gen. Felix Diaz
said Attorney ueneral Carmody today.
Urloste has three small scars on
YORK PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION,
to seize and confiscate the conders
30.
now a refugee on board the American
Ocl.
Chester
MONEY
BEEN
HAS
TAINING JUST WHAT
ill:,
Chicago,
"I cannot believe that any one would
the back of his head, toward the left.
traband
General
BEFORE THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION Those who know him have declared
battleship Louisiana learned yester
such an action." Former Sena- Cram, attorney for Frank Ityan and Chase property. Adjutant
TO PRODUCE AN EXISTING bring
EXPENDED
the
and
stated
that
strikers
on
a
J.
of
asylum
day that the privilege
tor Edgar T. Brackett chief counsel 23 other appellants, stated that J.
he has a singularly ferocious face,
OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS
mine guards with the exception of
PROPERTY SAYS DR. BEMIS.
battleship carries With a certain refor the assembly managers in the im- McNamara and one other man who
suggesting the Indian on the war path.
Ludlow
those
at
and
adjacent
mining
not
unlike prison regula
strictions
peachment declared that "there is no undertook to destroy the work of open property are
Pictures of Him.
satisfactorily
responding
tions. By order of Admiral Fletcher,
way the constitutionality 6f the Im- shop workers by dynamiting und hav- to his call for the surrender of all
Washington, D. C, Oct. 30. The
The penitentiary
officials today
Washington, Oct. 30. Dr. Edward peachment can be tested." Cady
Diaz Is prohibited from communicat, ing men to travel about the country
will willingly pay rates that
public
arms and ammunition. The military will enable a
printed pictures of the escaped prising with anyone from shore, without W. Bemis, of Chicago, declared today
of the defense had ex- to blow up the work of
to
railroad
counsel
company
keep
the admiral's permission. The admi- in an address before the National As- plained that the carrying of the case structural workers, are the real ones officials still are determined not to its original investment intact, provid- oner and these were given to the1
ral has given General Diaz to under- sociation of Railway Commissioners to the supreme court would be futile. who are responsible for the greater take advantage of their search and ed the money it sets aside for the de- sheriff and will be sent around the
seizure rights and will not force en
country in an effort to find a clue to
stand that such permission will be that the adoption of the
portion of the damage done throughpreciation of its property Is not ex
theory" of railroad valuation would esout the country, and should be made trance into the strikers or miners cessive and capital obligations are cur Urioste's whereabouts. It Is believed
given only in rare instances.
The order is enforced rigidly. "Will tablish "far reaching and dangerous MRS. EATON IS
to serve their terms accordingly. He camns to disarm the belligerents. At tailed. This was the opinion expres- that the newspapers may prove a great
in leading fo the
man's arrest
you please go below, sir," said the of- precedents which will seriously handialso stated that but one man who has the military camp, organization is pro-- sed today by Dr. A. F. Weber, chief help
ACQUITTED ON
unless
and
Urioste manages to get into
the
troopers
gressing
speedily,
ficer of the deck, salutiug the general cap future efforts for the establish
is
statistician of the Public Service combeen deserted by the union and
MURDER CHARGE now serving his term in the Leaven- are taking the necessary inconvenien- mission of New York, first district, in Old Mexico.
when the latter had begun conversa- ment of equitable rates."
Dr. Bemia made a plea for what he
tion with a man who had brought his
worth prison, Is the only one who has ces in good humor. Every portion of an address on "Depreciation and its
camp has been connected by a private Relation to Fair Values," before the BARR NOW DENIES
styled "the accounting or historical
baggage aboard.
Oct. 30. Mrs. not appealed his case.
Mass.,
Plymouth,
CONFESSION OF KILLING.
General Diaz appeared to be an- method," which, he said, ascertains Jennie M. Eaton was acquitted of the
District Attorney branch telephone system centering in National Association of Railway com
United States
missioners.
noyed for an instant, but complied just what money has been expended to charge of murder of her husband Vice Chas Miller, of Indianapolis, was pre- the officers quarters.
produce an existing property "what Admiral Jos. E. Eaton
Want More Militiamen.
without hesitation.
Oct. 30. Mead
Memphis, Teun.,
The element of depreciation in ar
by verdict ren- pared to begin the atfernoon session
an inmate of the Jeffersonville,
Admiral Fletcher explained that has been, instead of what may be."
Barr,
at
of
valuation
A
30.
railroad
Oct.
on
propmovement
side
the
riving
Mrs.
dered
this
5:15
at
Ienver,
asking
by
government's
morning.
"The
theory," he said, Eaton sat
who was said to
while he was willing to place his flagup in a private room at the that the men be taken to Leaven- set forth today in Denver and Colo- - jerty has been recognized by the courts, Ind., reformatory
ship at the disposal of General Diaz, contemplates an Imaginary commun court house until 2 o'clock when she worth to fin Ih serving out their time. rado Springs to make an effort to isaid Mr. Weber, and for a road to set have confessed that he killed Florence
which
an
in
imaginary corporation was allowed to
as an asylum, he did not propose to ity
raise one hundred more men to serve aside au excessive amount for depre-i- Brown in Dallas was brought to Memgo to the judge's lobexpose himself to the charge of mak- makes imaginary estimates of the cost by where she slept until awakened to MRS. HENNING STILL
the national guards for strike duty, elation "is unjustifiable because it is phis today enroute to Texas. They
or
other
an
of
railroad,
imaginary
unfair to tax consumers in order to will not go to Dallas direct for fear
ing it a place of possible plotting. He
UNABLE TO TESTIFY
receive the verdict. , After the foreRecruiting At Pueblo.
al
add
an
then
of violence. Barr here today denied
asserted his confidence that General public utility. They
Oct. 30. Recruiting swell dividends..
man announced the verdict, Chief JusColo.,
Pueblo,
for
lit.- had made a confession.
supervision, contingencies,
Diaz would not attempt to abuse hos- lowance
for the state militia today amounted
to keep
"While
he said,
"that
the
warned
tice
Aiken
admitting,"
condijurors
Oct.
The
ill.,
Chicago,
interest
and
other
pitality by meeting friends there and insurance, taxes,
re- secret the proceedings in the jury tion of Mrs. Henning, chief witness to about 50 men, and will be forward- there are many problems still to be
from a safe vantage point indulge in expenses during construction. The re- room.
solved in connection with overhead ex- DENOUNCE MANN'S PLAN
for the state in the case of Daniel Don- ed to Trinidad tonight.
to
cost
the
of
estimate
FOR GIFT TO MISS WILSON.
intrigue or conspiracy, but he was re- sult is the
penses attending the installation of
with
ahue
Steefel
Isaac
and
charged
produce a certain property.
solved to take no chances.
difffixed
are
New
and
there
Ten
Soldiers.
that
capital,
S.
to
defame
Clarence
of
the issue involv THE DAY IN CONGRESS conspiracy
"The magnitude
General Diaz has expressed a prefWashington, I). C., Oct. 30. Repubiculties In handling depreciation and
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 30.
Funk, took a turn for the worst. Her
erence to be landed at Havana, add- - ed between these two methods is
lican Leader Mann's plan for subrates
Lieutenant
the
of
fixing
McDonald,
A,
development
during
company
The
realized by the public.
physician told the judge that it might
tofrom the congressmen
ing nowever, tnat he was willing to hardly
Senate.
be several days before she ran re- of this city, left for Trinidad this period, where companies have entered scriptions
be set ashore anywhere except at a corporations, quick to see their opporwards a wedding gift for Miss Wilson
It
is
of
the
Met
noon.
afternoon
reasonable
ten
at
with
recruits.
The
stage
profits
party
sume on the witness stand.
BritisTi port, since he was convinced tunities to convince the courts and
took along complete equipment ready clear that the annual allowance to be was denounced by some of the memThree new bills referred to a subthe reproduction
that the British authorities
would the commission that
made for depreciation as an item of bers of the house today. All of them
for service.
committee.
is
FORMER
or
BIG
FOUR
methods,
engineering
theory;
him
to
Mexico. He inquired
send
back
.
expense should be whatever extended their heartiest congratula1 o'clock until Monat
state
IS
while
joperating
the
RELEASED,
TREASURER
best:
municipalities,
Adjourned
of Mr. Lind, who visited him yester
amount the company regularly puts tions and best wishes to her for the
VERA CRUZ AUTHORITIES
bodies
other
and
public
day,
governments
C.
F.
Oct.
30.
Columbus,
Warner,
day, if be thought landing at Havanna have not realized the
provided step she is about to take into life's
AGAINST JACK TARsjmto its depreciation fund,
House.
importance of
former treasurer of the Big Four
would embarrass the United States. It
that amount be found after careful iu- - highway.
Met
at
noon.
method."
historical
the
indefiwho has been serving an
is probable he will be landed at Key
Vera Cruz, Oct. 30. An application vestigat Ion to be not excessive.
Dr. Bemis cited his own experience
nite term, was released from the pen- - !for a license
Adjourned at 12:30 until noon
West, from which port he could pro- in
"A greater charge is unjustifiable. iPRIZE FOR TREATISE
for a baseball nmn
value
of
the
gas
investigating'
ceed to Havana if he so desired.
itentiary today.
DIVIDED BETWEEN TWO.
has given the authorities because it is unfair to tax consumers j
he
Sunday,
these
In
investigations
plants.
With reference to the future, Diaz
Ihere an opportunity to exprerti an
order to swell dividends. The pub- estithat
found
the
said
he
had
that
n
professes to be through with politics mates of the cost to reproduce were
Washington, Oct. 30. The
'ficial disfavor, for shore parties from He w ill willingly pay rates that will
and rebellions, and says he will ask
Institution today announced
'enable a company to keep its invest- have
been
ashore
Iwarships
of
cost
playing
actual
in
the
excess
of
largely
nothing better, so long as his country the property even after making allow
ana considerable
intact, proviuea sucn monej that Hodgsklns prize of $1500 for
surprise was
srT r r-is in its present state, than to be per ances for increase in cost of materials,
Ipressed when permission was denied iare used to develop the property and the best treatise "on the relations of
mitted to live in peace abroad.
the issue of new capital obligations Is atmospheric air to tuberculosis," had
the Louisiana team.
etc., since the original construction
Life aboard the
appears was made.
The courts been equally divided between Doctors
mem- correspondingly curtailed.
the
advised
Consul
Canada
to agree with Diaz. He has regained
Sentenced to be hung for the mur- jto the record Vigil had and because htra nt tho tpnm in tnlfp tin flip mnt. now show a strong tendency to en- - Guy' Hinsdale, of Hot Springs, Vs.,
"In the last analysis,' he concluded,
his color and his worried expression
refusal and S, Adolphus Knopf, of New York
"questions of fair rates must be de der of his wife and mother, escaping he was paroled on April 11, by acting ter with General Maas, commander force tnIs Policy through their
of a few days ago has disappeared.
cided as a matter of public policy by the gallows by the clemency of Acting governor, when Governor McDonald at Vera Cruz, but Maas 'also refused,!0 sanction new security issues for re-- j City.
"It is a Strang inconsistency," he those
.
In vie- - nf th Rtralned placements that ought properly to be
Bavinr
trained for that work. Governor Raynolds, serving eight was ill at the sanitarium.
said today, "that a battleship should A fair especially
ac-- (TARIFF LAW NOT TO
return on a just basis will be years in the penitentiary and then be"Vigil will be given over to the relations between the United States 'Paid out of depreciation reserves
so
be
safe a place'."
He appears
cumulated from income."
HURT MANUFACTURERS.
sought The actual, efficient sacrifice ing paroled by Acting Governor E. C. penitentiary for safe keeping," said and Mexico, a game could not. be
tnoroughly to appreciate the ad- of the investor, as revealed in account- de Baca, the present lieutenant gov- Mr. Read who seemed much annoyed
miral's mess, declaring that the food
Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 30. That
MISSING MICHIGAN MAN
and other historical studies, sup- ernor of New Mexico only to return to yesterday at the news that Urloste,
served is much better than anywhere ing
FOUND IN CORNFIELD. the American manufacturer will be
advice as to the penitentiary six months afterward charged with murder of his own son, JONES WILL NOT BUY
engineering
plemented
by
ashore.
able to compete successfully against
INTO CINCINNATI CLUB.
the adaptability and present condition on a new charge of murder such is had slipped out of the county jail.
Federals to Leave Chihuahua.
til:, Oct. 30. The body of foreign-madof properties for the purpose intend- the career of Joe Vigil who will be
goods
Sterling,
Vigil is being brought here over the
entering this
El Paso. Oct. 30. Col. Juan N. Vas- - ed, will count far more than
back in a cell at the pen tonight.
P. J. Pulver, of Lansing. Mich., who country under the new tariff law, at
D. & R. G., it is said, and by officials
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 30.
quez commander of the Juarez garri- - m ft tan nf pnpinpprn nil to what it will
The news that Vigil is the man heavily armed. News of the murder
August Herrmann, of the Cin wandered away from home sometime least as far as hardware products are
son. says he today received advice ic08t to bu. ,and that wW never be charged with shooting and
killing Fe- of Felipe Sandoval reached the city cinnati National league team, stated ago was found in a corn field today, concerned, was the opinion expressed
that the federals still hold Chihuahua. bought again, to duplicate property lipe Sandoval near Coyote, Rio
Arriba yesterday but the name of th
man today that there was not a semblance Mr. Pulver was .said .to have been here today both at the convention of
Ten troop trains are under steam, that will never have to be
duplicated county,- Monday was received here by accused of the killing was not given. of truth in the statement that Fielder park commissioner and registrar of the American Hardware Manufacturhowever, the advices say, to enable and to build up a business that will District Attorney Alexander Read. It was stated, however, that he was an Jones might become part owner of the deeds at Lansing. The body was
ers' association aud that of the Amerithe garrison of nearly five thousand never again have to be developed"'
The news caused a commotion owing
can Hardware Jobbers' association. '
team.
a.
ly decomposed
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S

OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING.

Try This! Make Hair Thick,
jlossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More Itching Scalp.
I

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

FETE Mother's Advice
To Her Daughter
FOR THE BENEFIT A Real Live Doll to Fondle h Woman.'

HALLOWEEN'S

30, 1913.

EGG
PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.
Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

Greatest Happineis.

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
.05 " lb.
"
$ .03 "

'....$
...

.'itliin ten minutes after an appli-.ioof Danderine you cannot find a
lgle trace of dandruff or falling hair
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed) CI flC
n,4
.id your scalp will not itch, but what
C
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
I.
pel
ill pleaae you most will be after a WOMENS BOARD OF TRADE DESERVES
few weeks' use, when you see new
SUCCESS
RECEIPTS TO GO TO
hair, fine and downy at first yes
ZFHOHSTIEi 155 -,
but really new hair growing all over
One of the most important matters about
THE POOR ANO OTHER WORTHY
the scalp.
which women concern themselves la their
future status as a grandmother. And she
OBJECTS-BI- G
A
Htle Danderine
SUPPER AND GRAND Is wisdom Itself who
immediately
knows of or iearna
'doubles the beauty of your hair. No
of that famous remedy. Mother's Friend.
Is an external application for the
BALL
This
difference how dull, faded, brittle and
iudominal muscles nnd breasts.
It cerr.craggy, just moisten a cloth with
tainly has a wonderful influence, allays all
Is a most grateful
banishes
all
fear,
It
pain,
draw
Handerine and
carefully
encouragement to the young, expectant
through your hair, taking one small SPANISH DANCES TO BE
mother, and permits her to go through the
I
is
riod happy in mind, free in body and
amaz
at
a
time.
effect
The
strand
u:us destined to anticipate woman's greatONE OF NEW FEATURES est
ing your hair will be light, fluffy and
happiness as nature intended she should.
The action of Mother's Friend makes the
wavy, and have an appearance of
free, pliant and responsive to ex
p.bunduuce; an incomparable lustre,
pansion. Thus all ptraln and tension upon
Tomorrow night an opportunity will lac
softness and luxuriance.
nerves and ligaments is avoided, and,
of discomfort and
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's be given tin; citizens of Santa Fe to i:i place of a period
dread, It is a season of calm repose
Panderine from any drug store or do something really substantial (or and joyful
expectation.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
There Is no nausea, no morning
loilet counter, and prove that your charity's siike. The Woman's Board
nervous twitching, none of that
hair as pretty and soft as any that o( Trade of Santa Fe is an organiza- c, aslantno strain
so
to
known
ODS, Electricity plays a most impormany women,
it has been neglected or injured by tion that is becoming recognized even hi ace Mother's Friend Is really
one of the
tant part. The grandfather would
careless treatment that's all you cutside the confines of this city. The pei! test blessings that could be devised.
Tilts splendid and certain remedy can be
surely can have beautiful hair and members of this organization have had of any
at $1.00 a bottle, and
druggist
be amazed at the radiance of the
e
was
work.
It
done
only Is sure to prove of Inestimable value, not
magnificent
Ids of it if you will just try a little
last Christmas that through their ef- only upon the mother, but upon the health
randerine.
ern
and
all
this
To
why
light?
Write to Hradfleld
forts alone 40 families in this city and future of the1.12child.
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,
Co.,
make the home more homelike to make
were given an opportunity to know tegulntor
'a., for their book to expectant toothers.
LONDON MAN SAYS
that Christmas Day held something of
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
and cheer.
BEST EVER comfort
for father, mother and children, dood light
It is the duty and ought to be the flQ BADGER FIGHT
pleasure of every citizen of the An- DO.
AMC
TUIC
ADAIIT
that is easy on the eyes is very much to ba
S.
X.
Oct.
Cbas.
M.,
Deming,
UVtC.
HDUU I I
cient City to contribute his or "her!
Cox. of London, Kng., has been hero mite toward the success of
desired.
enter- the
for several dayB looking over the de- tainment to be
Cleveland, Oct, 30. The capture by
given in the Armory
velopment of the Rio Mimbres Irriga and Library buildings tomorrow even- - I). C. Reed of Wboster road of a wolf
tion company at Spal ling, and gives ing, when the proceeds will be given cub, found
battling a female tiger cat,
it as his opinion that no land develop-n.en- l
entirely to the aid and the comfort n a darkened barn at midnight, brings
In the southwest can approach o2 our
city poor, the maintenance of 10 light a wolf story,
it when it comes to absolute thorough a public library and other worthy
Since Rocky River residents organ-ness and scientific methods of irriga- objects
which tend to make life worth ied a posse two years ago and hunted
tion and the pump installation. Mr. living In the Oldest City.
Jown two ragtime wolves which crossCox made some considerable investi
The following is a full program of ed the ice from Canada the wolf story
is
and
of
the
Mimbres
valley
gation
the big fete:
narket in Rocky River has been life- very favorably impressed with the
less.
Program.
Reed, however, deposes that
cargreat development that is being
1. Fete at Armory building.
i'his is a true story, and to prove it he
IS QUITE SO CONVEN.
ried on here. In this connection it is
2. Country store, 10c; at Armory.
hows the wolf cub that figures in It
well to note that the Rio Mimbres
IENT
as
3. Rummage sale, at Armory.
to touch the button and
When Mr. Reed turned his automocompany is in receipt today of ten ad- 4. Halloween games, at Armory.
bile into the shadowy door of his barn
stove
is ready to cook your
your
ditonal pumps which will be installed
6. Fortune telling, at Armory.
iat midnight the .light from his auto
immediately on the Spalding tract.
tl. Big supper, at Library.
Iron ready to use, your toasted
lamps revealed the family tiger cat
7. Spanish
dances
C. H. Brown, of Magdalena; N. G.
by
Spanish surrounded by her family of tiger kit
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuC'.ark and wife, of Mountaingrove, ladies and gentlemen at Armory.
tens, battling with a slrange animal.
um
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
8. Grand finale, ball at Armory.
Mo., and Henry Thompkins, of San
Contrary to precedent, Reed capto cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatBernardino, Calif., are among the
tured the "strange animal" forthwith,
ready
The above Is a complete program of and Lafe Biggins, who once lived in
Mimbres valley prospectors today.
ed rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
Mrs. G. M. Sadler is entertaining the Grand Big Halloween Fete to br Michigan woods, pronounced it a "gentor
We
furnish It at reasonable rates,
you.
woman's
board
trad
the
of
uine" timber wolf.
her cousin, Mrs. Mitchell, of Chicago, given by
day and night Estimates and full inforwhose son expects to soon make his tomorrow night, October 81, at tin.
In the excitement of the capture
Armory and Library buildings, and the Reed avers, a second wolf cub scur
home in this valley.
mation cbeeerfully given.
different committees are hard at work ried into the darkness and
At the first meeting of the board of
escaped,
details.
And now comes the strange part of
stewards of the M. E. church the fol- completing
Mrs. Adolf FiBcher, chairman of the this tale. It seems
P.
Dr.
elected.
were
officers
everybody knew
lowing
all
requests
committee,
per
wolves had been infesting the neighM. Steed, president; J. M. Shurtz, sec- candy
of
donations
sons
who
have
promised
retary, and J. S. Vaught, treasurer. candy to send same to the Library borhood. Tom McBeth of InWooster
woods
road told of howling heard
The board of stewards: Major J. R. before noon
tomorrow; and it is the
Waddill, Dr. P. M. Steed, J. S. Vaught, desire of the committee to ask all at night. And tales of chickens that
have disappeared from poultry yards
0. R. Bilbro, J. V. Shurtz, Sam
patrons of the Library, who have not were cited to substantiate proof.
Scbwing, E. .T. Tilly, M. W. DePuy, been solicited to make contributions
Local tradition immediately fixed
Prof. J. B. Taylor, AVillard B. Holt, of candies or sweets for the candy
s
the habit of the wolves In the
and the new pastor, Rev. E. C. table.
t
,
River, wheo steep
along
Rodty
from
to
comes
who
Deming
Morgan,
The Country Store, with Mrs. R. J.
caves that run far undfr
the Highland. Park Methodist church Palen as chairman, will cater to your bluffs cover
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
ground.
of El Paso. In thi course of a few every want ;
they will have toys for
When little girls take the woods
move
into
will
new
minister
the
days
the children, jewelry, groceries, prize route to reach school they long have
the finest parsonage building in the
and many other useful arti boon warned to beware of wolves.
- packages,
comis
which
just being
state,
there will be only one
clesand
Eut all the narrators reverted to
I leted.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
charge for each, 10 cents. So go pre- lhc howling heard in winter when the
road pared to do your shopping at the
The coming El
is snow covered and people
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ground
race is attracting large interest here. "Country Store."
in their warn, hods
cwaken to
the
have
been
placed along
The Rummage Sale, with Mrs. Hen- at long drawn cry of the timber woif.
Flags
route leading from the checking point ry Woodruff as chairman, will
104 DON 0A5PER ST.
The newly captured wolf Is locked
Telephone 9 W
National
of
corner
the Deming
at the
another of the features of the ir. the hay mow of Reed's barn
so
that Plaza Fete, and all persons who may
bank west on the Borderland
the cars that are now going over the have packages or contributions for the
route can be directed without any Rummage Sale, will please leave the HERO OF THREE
trouble or any danger. A number of same at the Library. All contributions
WEEKS (S TO WED
the drivers were going over the route j should be at the Library by tomorrow
are
and
m.
the
10
a.
coming morning at
road,
ti learn
Chicago, Oct. 30. Prince Paul
Another new feature to be added
through town at terrifflc speed and
de Clairmont, whose love affair
when they get on the wrong street will be the Tea Wagon at the Armory, with a Russian
noblewoman furnished
there is great danger attached to such hot tea, hot coffee, punch, cider and the inspiration for Elinor Glyn's
License Noirters,
driving. The committee in charge at other refreshments will be served.
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
"Three Weeks," is laughing in his
Deming will use every precaution on
Spanish Dances.
New York's "four hundred.
Door
Postoff
ice.
sleeve
at
to
Next
A number of local ladies and gentlethe day of the race to see that no ac
gossips had reported Prince
cidents occur, and that the drivers men have consented to Indulge in a deSociety
rinirmon's engagement to half a
set of Spanish dances, consisting of
are promptly checked in and out.
dozen eastern women. He fooled them
the following: "Valze," "Cuadrillas," all. He "fell in love with his wife,"
"Cuna," and "Cutlllo," and those who remarried her last Tuesday In PittsTOLD TO SWEENEY:
have never witnessed these beautiful
FREIGHT
ASK FOR TICKETS
burgh, and now the prince and prinart cess
renditions of the terpsichprean
CAUSES A RIOT should
are spending their second honeynot miss this opportunity.
moon In Chicago.
booth Is being
The fortune-teller'The remarriage
brought back a
Detroit. Oct. 30. One bartender's
for, and that department mother to Tenette Blainche Olga, 5
visage, one pair of spectacles and one arranged
will as usual be the mecca of those years old, who was awarded to her
in
To El
Negro orchestra were mussed up beBisbee, Douglass
cause Charles Calnon, 1006 Trumbull who are looking to the future. If you father, when the prince and princess
Pacific
Mexico
New
to
are
in
find
out
whether
to
Mexico,
want
Arizona,
you
several
were divorced
years ago
avenue, chose to bounce a beer glass
or
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Coast,
on the nose of Albert Sweeney while become an heir to a large estate, to Paris.
be
with
to
a
favored
are
a
trip
great sell to the
"My romance is
the latter was assuaging thirst for a you
or that you are going to find scandalmongers who said I was in
cosmopolitan crowd of 100 or more at Europe,
tent this country searching for an heiress,"
159 Gratiot avenue Saturday evening. a wife of husband just visit the
and get your money's worth.
said the prince.
the
with
became
displeased
Calpon
The Hob Goblins.
Then Prince Clairmont laughingly
suds merchant's manner, and his methMany children will be costumed to told of some 500 love letters which he
od of telling it to Sweeney caused a
i t present the hob goblins and witches, says he received from eastern women
a panic and a general exodus.
would exchange their wealth to
The Negro orchestra was between and this will be one of the fantastic who
the crowd and the door. The mem- features In connection with the Span- share his title.
bers became hurdles which some of ish dances, etc.
The Big Supper.
the fleeing crowd failed to clear, and
TRAGEDY FROM A
several of the instruments played In
Next on the program will be the
TICKLE OF A FLY
false key when the trouble was over. big supper to be served in the Library
'Some one who had escaped to the and
the
following
just a glance at
street telephoned that there had been menu, and you'll at once make up Bloomsburg, Pa., Oct. 30. A fly was
For Rates and Full Information, Address
a shooting, and both the flying squad your mind to do no cooking next Fri- responsible for two broken arms and
ron and the detectives' flyers rushed day night, but take supper at the a smashed delivery wagon, wnen 11
G. F. & P. Agt., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,
to the scene. Calnon, who had been Library, with your friends.
alighted on a horse driven by Thomas
detained by Patrolman Raymond MiCox of Mlllville. The horse started
The Menu.
ller, was taken to central station.
kicking, striking Cox on the left arm,
Pork Roast
Apple Sauce
Cold Slaw which was fractured. Then Cox was
Escalloped Potatoes
kicked off the seat.
Coffee
Beans
Chile Con Carne,
J. Rose Kileore. of Dusshore, lump
Hot Rolls
Brown Bread
ed up in hotel lobby to witness the
Good ooflVp, worth 40o
Pickles
Celery
fell
Cheese
Jelly runaway, slipped on the linoleum, runwhat Crackers PUMPKIN PIE
wlion fresh-roaste- d
and fractured his left arm. The
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
'
away demolished a delivery wagon.
Vk
Coffee
.Local Agents for
.
weeks
some
is it worth
After the supper the Armory floor
will have been cleared for the grand
later when half of its flavSHOES
and SHAKE
INTO YOUR
ball, and the music committee
floor committee have completed all ar
"Elastic" Bookcase
oring essence has gone off rangements,
and all the latest music Allen's
the antiseptic pow
tenwill be on the program and lovers of der. It relieves painful, smarting,
and Desk combined, rjgfll) jgfe W,
into the air!
lielr aopetlte der, nervous feet, and instantly takes
the dance will have
&
A Desk UnH with few ot
whetted to their heart's content.
the sting out of corns and bunions. It's
m
Schilling's Best in aroma" JM...
m y many Book Unto as doted.
Refreshments: Ice cream, lemonade. the greatest comfort discovery of the
coonbinatlou
The
II
perfect
only
mmmiJk
cans is exactly
-tight
makes tight or
punch, cigars, cigarettes, etc., will also age. Allen's Foot-Easdakaodbookcsicevnoudc.
II
(WTOT thm
,7.
be served at the Armory during the new shoes feel easy. It is a certain
attnc1
convenient
H
II
Roomy,
5yga.lllflil
the same six months as
Fete.
relief for sweating, callous, swollen,
tive. We want to show yo
II
--d pool- f
to advantages
The Armory and Library buildings tired, aching feet. Always use it to
one hour from the roast,
Untie. CS, write orpboor
are being arranged and elaborate Break in New Shoes. Try It today
it.
about
u
Scld everywhere, 25 cents. Don't ac
Halloween decorations will
er.
cept any substitute. For FREE trial
Watch the .New Mexican for an ppekage, address Allen S. Olmsted,
Cleanly granulated, ready for
Le Hoy, N. T.
nouncements tomorrow.
nse; 40c lb money back.
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GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
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PHONE 40
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

Wood

Ktff'iffA'iE

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
Railroad
F.
S.
T.
&
Depot.
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'Tie

West Point of ihe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beautiful Pecoi
V alley . 8,700 feet Bbove se level ,
.unshlne every day. Ope air
work throughout the entire ses-iioConditions for phyBleal
ana mental development are
IDEA I such as eannot be found
enewhere In America. Fourteen officer and Instructor, all.
Eastgraduates from standard
Ten bulldln,
ern 0OHage,
modern m e?Vry respect
Located

Ret tut.

In

:

E, A. CAHOOW. President.
t
E. RHEA,

J.

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
and lUustrated caw-s(ut For particular
addresa,

COLHS.W.WlLLSON.Supt.

mod-hom-

ITS

j

tlld

1

N

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

,

DENVER

THE

& RIO

'MISSOURI-PACIF-

GRANDE

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

IC

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.

CO,

CO.1!

Paso-Phoeni-

CO.

& SOUTHERN

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

sh-vj- r

CO.'

(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

coin-bin-

SHORTEST LINE TO
DTNVER, COLORADO

!

SPRINGS and PUEBLO,

Where Direct Connections

are Made

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

POINTS
ss

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Denver & Rio Grandeur entern Pacific Rail wav-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Une PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points
er

INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL

ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.'N. M.

L. A. HUGHES,

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HBADQUAE-TEB-

S

FOB

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
BuildShingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
ing Materials of Every Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

AGENTS

GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

four Businesi Solicited."
Phone

100

and 35 W.

SHIPYOUR

FROM SANTA FE

s

Paso,
via

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

and all points
and to the
to Torrance thence.

yV
KgpT

East
Best pwiiii'iiititgi or
West
Route
The

CRICHTON,

Alanafer

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Ar-no-

46-6-

will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
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and Texas wools:
Light medium, 14jil7; light fine,
13 16; heavy fine,
lO'gKl;
Angora
They Clean Liver, Sweeten Stomach, mohair, 12 months, 23(527.
End Sick Headache, Bad Breath,
Hides.
Indigestion, Constipation.
Green salt natives. No. 1, 15
green salt natives, No. 2, H
side
box.
Get a
brands, over 40 lbs. flat, 13; part cured
Are you keeping your bowels, liver, hides,
less than cured; uncured
and stomach clean, pure and fresh hides lc les than
cured; glue hides,
with Casearets, or merely forcing a
Hat, 8
green horse hides, $2,235?
passageway every few days with 4
each; dry flint hides, 2325; dry
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or fait
hides, 1720.
Purgative Waters?
Pelts.
.
Let
Stop having a bowel
Dry full wool sheep pelts, 10: 11;
Casearets thoroughly cleanse and reg
ulate the stomach, remove the sour green salt sheep pelts, 50(ff$1.00 each;
and fermenting food and foul gases, Angora goat skins, 1575 each.
Grease; White, 6
yellow, 5
take the excess bile from the liver
No. 2, 3
Tallow: No. 1, 0
and carry out of the system all the
Beeswax: Bright, 2530.
constipated waste ma Iter and poisons
Scran Iron.
in the bowels.
Country junk mixed $6.0010.50 per
A Cascaret tonight will make you
ton.
feel great by morning.
They work
Bones.
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
Country junk bleached bones, $17
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
$22 per ton.
only 10 cents a box from your drugMillions of men and women
gist.
It will not pay you to waste your
take a Cascaret now and then and
never have Headache, Biliousness, time writing out your legal forms
Coated Tongue, Indigestion, Sour when you can get thwn already print
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas- ed at the New Mexican
Printing
earets belong In every' household. Company.
Children just love to take them.
BEST

LAXATIVE

FOR

BOWELS

and good roads' organization, commer-jdlefrom this city. All maps of the
cial body, garage and the like will! Ocean to Ocean Highway association MILLIONS OF HINDUS
have logs of the Ocean to Ocean high-- hereafter printed w ill display Albu- If Federal Court Throws Out Immigration Office.
querque as the headquarters ami half-- !
jway for free distribution to tourists.
Will Be Overrun by Turbaned Horde Problem Wo
order to make the association wa' Mnt on the highway between
BACK
ROAD ;an "inactive
mbroglio.
City and Los Angeles and
one, I consented to accept Kansas
ilhe presidency only on condition that Denver and Los Angeles,
a fund be raised for the employment!
"It is my Ulan t' establish registers
CONVENTION
lot' a stenographer, so that the high-'a- t
Kansas City, Denver. Albuquerque;
n ,1
u
hnnulcl Iniii-wjiv fnuld
ja Ani'ptefl Tnnrims traveling
jed, logs of the entire route printed either way over the
highway will!
diBt''iuutp(' free of cost at least .'register, jotting down also any notes!
CI
DFfTNTIV
rcand
tlLUtniLl LLtUtU rritoiUtrll Ur 25,000 copies and the business of of bad stretches of road, overcharges
flPFAW Tfl flPTIU UIPUUIV HOOfl ',lle association properly looked after, int. garages, etc., and these notes will
VVM1I1 IV UULftU IHUilltril HddUsaITlP nKmrintinn
romlilv ..n,tr,rc,l tMnnat nthor tourists who follow thflil.
before the convention closed, This feature is expected to pnue ot
CIATION
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OF ROAD PLANS
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mld r assured the convention;
"in, addition, a complete lug of the
mat .ew Mexico would tall in line
free of advertising, will be
a
contribution
of
$500. giving printed, showing tin: exact route foljwith
a
association
fund
;the
totalling
by the Ocean to Ocean high-jto conduct a publicity campaign the way and supply points.
These logs!
first year.
will be furnished free to ever' Cham-- j

CAM3!'"'0'1'

j

PAIGN

PLANNED

$l,30n-iOWe-
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"Push those clouds

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 30 The
following quotations are furnished by
F. L. Cofleld Wool Commission company, office 5C1 Live Stock Exchange
building, Kansas City, Mo.
Wool Quotations.
For Colorado, New Mexico, Utah

away" in the morning
with a steaming cup of
Schilling's Rest coffee.
What a hlue sky And
how the birds sing
I

I

J

Dollar

delegates attending the Los An-was remarkable.
Igeles convention
The I.os Angeles Chamber of Com- meree and Automobile association
itertained the delegates royally,
"""g them on a tour of the city and its
environs and tnen on an excursion

That the Ocean to Ocean highway
destined to be the heaviest travel- and most popular of the several
transcontinental
automobile
routes,
and that it will be the heaviest tra to San Diego.
veled from now on, was the declara
"At San Diego T visited the
tion made last night by Mayor D. K.
exposition grounds and
B. Sellers, following his return on the was shown the site for the New Mexlimited from Los Angeles, says the ico building. The site is nn ideal one.
Albuquerque Journal. Colonel Sellers Ran Diego is a wonderfully progreswas honored by the Ocean to Ocean sive city and Is preparing to handle
Highway associatfon at its annual thousands of visitors during its ex- meeting at I.os Angeles last week bv! position in 191'
being elected president of the associa-"Besides electing me president, the
tio(n(association chose Frank McKee, of
"I am going to get busy at
once) this city, treasurer, and .lohn Becker,
as president of the associat ion," said Jr., of
Belen, secretary. Headquarters
Colonel Sellers, "and within a few Immediately will be
opened here and
weeks every automobile association the business of the association ban- Panama-Ca-

j

WAS DAWSON

EXPLOSION SIMPLY

THINKS LATEST
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WHITE HOUSE

WEDDING
INVITATIONS
ARE READY
Washington, Oct. 30. Invitations
for the White flonse wedding on No-veniber 2 were being addressed yesterThe invitations are engraved
day.

MURDER?

SHEPHERD

"26 BROADWAY" !
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If wile-

Coupon
NOW

IsiJernaEieBa! Correspondence scftocis
Box 883, Scraaton, Pa.
Please eanluia, wlihour further cbUgaHon on re
part, li'tw cn ijulify fur tliu pnsitiuit, trade, o

t
i

AdvcniBlnrr
ihow-Car-

A'ritinff

Window Trimming
Commercial llluahat.
Industrial Dcttiguing
Architectural Utaltt.
Chemiat
Jpani'
Language! ) Jrenc
Germ:

tniiii.n

Civil .Service

ti;tlian

KJeclricai Entrint-oMci'liunic- -i Otal'.ijr.an
Mechanical KrK inter

'I'cipUonc Export

Stationary Enwineer
Tpxttle Manufucturinc
Civil Eiifrinccr
Builiiin;; Contractor

Archiifct
Concrete

Constmrt'n
i
l ilt's

riiu.ibinp.St-'an-

Mine Foreman
Mine

State.

Miners
Caved-l-

n

Mine In

Working
Desperately at
Entrance of the Stag Canon
Order to Force an Entrance.
Photo by Shepherd.

(By Wm. G. Shepherd.)
Ludlow, Colo.. Oct. 30 I have been
living in the tented city ot striking
coal miners here.

Tonight, as I write this on a deal
table In my tent God's Stars are shill
ing above uie and .Tohu D. Rockefel-- i
lcr's eye Is on me.
It is a great, huge, white eye, and
Ha Knuma flauh nvpr nur nflmn and
through the onnviis of our tents.
This eye will fall on the little chil- dren of the camp as they say their
tonight; it will shine on their
faces and on the faces of their fath
ert. and mothers as they sleep throughout the night.
I wonder what God's stars think
of it.
It is a huge searchlight, standing in
the darkness among the trees and
stones atop a hill two miles from here.
Right beside it, In a trench, are John
D. Rockefeller's strong hands, two ma-chine guns, which can send out lead- deadly rays and sweep this camp

i.a

A

Remington

r!75vMTypevriter

Plus
Visible

Writing
Adding

JUBL

nn
no

lur:

DtraiviiiiKiii

Anaa
wvyo.

oAll

along this valley, but miles apart, are
camps like ours, and on each camp a
searchlight plays from the hills. I
their beams
have been watching
sweep the skies. They swish over the
vast valley like the tails of angered
monsters; but I know they are not
that. They are only the rays from
the gentle eyes of John D., and as the
eye of God watches him so his eye fol
low us.
Some of the men who think the
sanctity of their tent homes is violated by having the light of the mine
owners Hash into thslr very bedrooms

if the machine which will do everything that any typewriter
done; which will write itraightaway or tabulate, in one or many
which will do any tabular work, however intricate, with the
ordinary writing;
Which will write and add. and add when U writes, in one column
or as many columns as the paper will hold;
Which will subtract as easily aa it adds, in all or any columns where
adding is done;
Which is a complete billing, tabulating, adding and subtracting
machine all in one;
Which it also a complete auditing machine accurate itself and
exacting accuracy from those who use it, which will detect errors
and prevent errors as well;
Which establishes a new standard of time and labor saving in every
variety of combined writing and adding work.
Here
has ever
columns;
speed of

Remington
Adding and Subtracting Typewriter
(Wihl
Adding Mcchutiim)

Remington Typewriter Company
1645

i

Types of the dirty, undesirable Hindu laborer, Hundreds are flocking
into the United States by way of the Philippines.
Sacramento valley towns alone, beside
(Staff Special!
San Francisco, Oct. 30. India's rest having invested over $100,000 in land.
less millions are eagerly watching the Out of Sacramento went $G(i,000; from
effort now being made by twenty-fou- r
MarysrlUo
$22,000 and from Chlco
of their countrymen in the federal $3000 a month for three years.
court here to keep open wide the door
The fact that In many sections the
of entry which the Pacific coast would Hindu is never without work, while
close under an important ruling by the white laborers seek vanily for a job,
has aroused resentment to a high pitch
secretary of labor.
The American toiler west of the not alone against the aliens, but also
Rockies is awaiting the outcome with the while employer who uses him as
an asset In coining huge dividends.
wit more anxiety.
men who find
Opposed to these
For the first time prejudice against
he Hindu in this country has been the Hindu a profitable Investment,
there are thousands of citizens pobadly set forth as sufficient to dis lice
chiefs, mayors, city officials, busibar the turbaned alien. It is on this
ness men, labor
and the
order, and that "there is no demand toilers who mustorganizations
work with the alien
for Hindus," that twenty-fou- r
Panjabi
who have gone on record In a report
natives are detained at Angel Island to
Washington, arraigning the Hindu
while they are fighting it before Fed
as an extremely undesirable citizen, as
eral Judge M. II. Dooling on habeas a
social and an economic menace.
corpus proceedings.
Their verdict is that the Hindu
ticklish
a
Tlio situation
presents
laborer who comes to the California
has
in
and
problem
diplomatic circles,
valleys is filthy, disrespectful of Ambrought the matter of controlling East erican institutions, disregardful of our
to
acute
an
Indian immigration
stage. moral code and laws of decency, a
according to guarded admissions by failure as a laborer, a transient who
the authorities here.
leaves nothing for the money he takes
Rushing to their defense are pros out of the country.
and prominent
The recent murder here of a white
perous countrymen
white employers of Asiatic laborers.
girl by an infatuated East Indian; alTims fortified, the former meek leged increasing drunkenness In their
ness of the Hindu immigrant has been camps and testimony by police chiefs
superceded by a determination to come that Hindus are becoming a factor in
(in despite any race antipathy.
(white slavery all, this has added to
it is significant that the twenty- the growing antipathy. Many Califorfour netlttoners came to San Fran nia towns threaten to follow the prececisco via the Philippine islands, where dent of Bellingham,
Washington,
they remained just long enough to whose citizens, without violence, forcearn passage and a small surplus. ed every Hindu out of its precincts.
There are now 0000 more in Manila
"At the present time there is little
waiting the outcome ready to take the
demand for agricultural labor. After
first steamers.
Many of them testified before the October a great deal of construction
immigration board that they were work will close down and there will
encouraged to come to the United be an excess In this class as well.
States by their native newspapers,
"Prospects for the common laborer
and that they had been informed during the coming winter are not
to this country bright.
that easy egress
"As regards the Hindu, I will state
was to be had by stopping first on inlhat they are not at all desirable by
sular territory.
of railroad
construction
In India they earn from $" to $10 a employers
month; in Hong Kong $S and $12: in work, being unfitted for it. Hindus
Manila as high as $20 and in this have been employed in agricultural
country they could hope to get rich work In cases where no other help
quickly on $110 and $ 10 a month, they was available or lis character such
lhat nobody else wanted It."
say.
Statement of State Labor Commis
For the past few years they have
been entering the Pacific ports by sioner John P. McLaughlin in answer
thousands. They do not bring their to Immigration Commissioner Backus
for data sent to Washington, where
women.
In the past year Hindus have sent the Hindu immigration problem Is said
back to India over $125,000 from three to have become acute.
-
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simply and read:
"The president and Mrs. Wilson request the pleasure of the presence of
at the wedding of their daugh
to Mr.
ter. Miss Jessie Woodiow,
Francis Bowes Payer, on November
twentyfifth, nineteen hundred and
thirteen, at halt after four o'clock at
the White House."
The number of invitations lias not
been decided upon and detailed plans
for the wedding are not yet ready for
announcement.

Do you realize what this means to you and those depending on you?
Don't 1)0, satisfied with a small salary all your lite clo us
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show yon how your pay can be increased. It masters
not where you arc, in the factory or in the shop. i:i Hie mine
or in the mill, i:i the oiliee or store, the
C. K. can and will
increase your earning capacity.
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking.
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you wi'Tonly let
us help" you. It will cos--t you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid all the resources of that great institution,
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
of six million dollars and founded and main
tained for the benefit of poorly paid tnen and
women. I you want your pay increased, say
so at once.

Mark and

K

highway organization and garage, for!
free distribution to tourists."
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Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

shoot at it with their
rifles. Now and then they hit it. Once
they put It out, but it beamed again
the next night just as before. Two
pieces of carbon fixed it.
And how's the evening goiug among
us folks in the tented city?
Well, I had dinner with the Scent-erMr. and Mrs. Scenter, of Breathitt
their two
county, Kentucky, and
daughters, 6 and 12, who live in a tent
near mine. Tom Scenter Is Just out ot
tin: penitentiary after serving a sentence of 90 days imposed by a Judge
for carrying a revolver when everyone else is carrying one also. Alice,
12, after supper played the organ a
good organ, too, that used to grace the
parlor of the Scenters' home before
Scenter struck. Her last piece was
"Home, Sweet Home."
It was dark when I left their tent
and went to headquarters of the camp.
Here I saw 20 mine laborers standing
in line, waiting for cartridges to be

alii

s
i
F.ncli man had
tO them.
from the consignment of
which reached camp today. They
s
sentinels going on duty,
Mexi- Englishmen, Scotchmen,
Italians and Slavs. The captain
"officer of the day," they would
call him in the regular army gives
them their stations and off they walk killing here of 250 men in Stag Canon
into the darkness to their posts
mine, owned by Phelps, Dodge & Comsoldiers.
pany, murder?
Outside of my tent one of them sits
I got these facts immediately after
i
the cold at this minute, with a Win- my arrival here from Colorado, from
an
He's
chester across his knees.
Lois Lakas, a Greek, who, in spite of
Italian boy who, after saving some the efforts of mine officials to keep
,
money In New York, married an
all outsiders from the scent, entered
iar. girl there and came west to seek
Stag Canon and hid in the home of a
his fortune.
dead Greek miner while the mine
But there is plenty of happiness. guards were hunting him In vain.
The Italians are singing beautiful Likas questioned eight Greek miners
songs, born in the sunshine of Italy. and several miners of other national
From another tent I hear the strains ities concerning the explosion.
of Mexico's national anthem, the
Do the facts prove murder?
song which Mexicans never dared to
First, at 6 in the morning on the
A
out.
kicked
was
sing until Diaz
around a day of the explosion, a mine guard
dozen Slavs are sitting
who had been in the mine as watchcampfire, droning an eerie air that man all
night, reported to William Mc-was born in their weird, mystical land.
the superintendent,
that
Whenever the beams of the great. Dermott,
dust-gawas filling the mine!
restless eye fall on a group they stop
Half an hour after the xplosion this
singing and begin to cheer.
An orderly comes over to my tent mine guard, dashing up to the pit of
to tell me that a messenger has Just the mine, said to the group there:
come in from Trinidad with the news "My shoulders are clear. I told the
that 200 miners have been killed in an officials this morning that the mine
In!"
explosion in New Mexico, .100 miles wasn't safe to
The Becond fact is that McDermott
distant. It's against being killed "like
himself was killed in the. mine, havthis that these men are striking.
Now it's nearly midnight. The aim- ing undoubtedly gone into it to Invesis asleep. tigate the mine guard's report of dust
s
ed camp of
except and gas.
The. tents are in darkness,
McDermott did not want to risk the
when the rays of the Eye hit them.
So
I have to walk to the door of my loss of one day's output of coal.
tent and look out to prove to myself he risked his own life and the lives
that it isn't all a dream. It's not a of nearly 300 men.
The third fact, straight from the
dream. I feel between the mattresses
of my bed for the rifle which goes miners themselves, is that Stag Canon
with every bed. It is there. Tonl mine, on account of the coal strike in
Alvocottl sits outside with his gun. I Colorado, had put in eight or ten adpicks
hear a sentry tramping his beat along ditional mining machines
the road. The Eye falls on him and I which are worked by compressed air
a
to
in
order
get
bigger output of
see the glint of his rifle. An American
coal.
flag waves over every one of the 300
These machines made additional
tentB, but is Colorado in America?
Was the Stag Canon Mine Horror Just dust, which Bhould have been removMurder?
ed by additional fans, but the mine's
equipment of fans could not handle
(By William G. Shepherd.)
Dawson, N. M., Oct. 30. Was this the increase of deadly dust.
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MAVCR LOPEZ IS
THANKED BV

WALL STREET.
The undertone
the morning.
The buyers tried to depress the market, but were unable to make much
headway. Prominence of the Mexi
can difficulties in the day's news made
the bears confident. There was some
selling of Canadian Pacific for foreign
accounts. None of active shares varied more than a half point in either
direction from yesterday's close.
The market was spiritless In the latter hours. The market did not rebound
sufficiently to create any optimistic
action.
New York, Oct. 30.
was good throughout

MERCHANTS
association
well attended
and enthusiastic meeting last night at
the store of H. C. Yontz on San Francisco street and transacted much Important business. Among the matters
which were presented for discussion
were the successful efforts and cooperation of Mayor Celso Lopez in keeping the city free of peddlers and itinerant venders who pay no taxes or licenses, and the thanks of the association were extended to Mayor Lopez
for his assistance in such matters.
It was decided that the local association would affiliate with the Btate
association, thus giving the local merchants the benefit of considerable
more protection in the matter of the
extending of credit than they would
have as members ot an isolated organThe Retail Merchants'

held an extraordinarily

KIDNEY PILLS SUCCEED.
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
Buffering due to weak, Inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
pfler a powerful help to nature lu
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue, in restoring normal action und
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY ization.
THEM. The Capital Pharmacy.
At the close of the meeting the
members enjoyed a Dutch lunch which
WEALTHY IMPORTER IS
had been prepared by the host.
ARRESTED FOR FRAUD.
New York, Oct. 30 Frederick LudeIt will not pay you to waste your
wig, a wealthy lace importer, was ar
rested yesterday on a charge of de- time wrting out your legal forms
frauding the government by under when you can get them already printvaluing his importations. Customs In- ed at the New Mexican Printing
spectors allege that the firm has been
undervaluing imports by 35 per cent
since 1909, and that the government
The changeable weather of early
thereby has been defrauded of an fall brings on coughs and colds that
amount which may reach hundreds of have a weakening effect on the systhousands of dollars.
tem, and may become chronic. Use
Ludewig denied he had been guilty Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
of fraud. He was held in $10,000 bail has a very soothing and healing effor examination on November 6.
fect on the irritated and Inflamed air '
passages, and will help very quickly.
a well known family medicine
a Ittbatis gives
results. The Capital
FOLEY

-

For quick results,
little "WANT."

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

30, 1913;

the stand he took was also tinged with, that being the Coombs subKtitut.on FRATERNAL
SOCIETIES
Even tho!.. 5ei. tia desire, to keep untarnished a record mentioned above.
me
nt
for
Coombs
Mack
entered,
three
haj
held
he has proudly
up through
masonic'
in the box two innings after his
previous world's series, that of never remain
Montezuma Lodge-Nothe big hurler begged
having taken a pitcher from the 'box. i'.ijury because to
1, A. F. & A. M.
be allowed
win the game lie
Only once has an Athletic pitcher tj
Regular communiis permuted 10 remain ujr.u tne
failed to finish a world's series game
cation flnt Monday
in which he started, and that, was two C iHnts tied the. score, where n relief
of each month at
"Socks'' Key bold and Monte
Coombs badly pitcher could have won the contour,
when
Jack
ago,
years
PLANK AND
Masonic Hall at,8 tackled the job of managing- So BENDER,
injured himself In a game against New "ilu these 21 world's serf as games,
7:30.
"Topsy" Hartsel, who, after one
York and was forced to go to the hos- uploading over the long stretch of
E. R. PAUL. W. M.
'
jr of success at Toledo, was let go COOMBS CHAMPIONS pital, Plank taking his place.
eight years, the Athletic leader has CHAS. E. L1NNEY,
Secretary.
m the middle of last season.
From the sentimental ' standpoint r.iide the remarkable record of using
from
Devlin, after
graduating
Manager Mack was undoubtedly right. only five pitchers. They were his three
Santa Fe Chapter No.
Georgetown, played for several
Plank has been one of his standbys for treat veterans, Bender, Plan and
wilh the New York Giants. He THEY HAVE PITCHED, 19 OUT OF THE 21 1.2 years. He had openly announced Coombs, Bush, the young star who won
j, R. A. M. Regular
second
convocation
drifted back to the minors and then
WORLD SERIES GAMES
FOR MACK IN that It was his last series with the the third game from the Giants this
bobbed up. again with the Boston Najuouuay ox eaco utuuiu
Athletics, and it would have been; a year, and Andy Coakley, who twirled
at MaBonlc Hall at
YEARS--WONDERTHE. PAST EIGHT
r
for him to have been re a losing game against, the Giants in
i tionale this year.
"'
7:30 p. m.
lieved . The Athletics' astute leader 1905. That means that over a period of
McCormick,
early In nfs career,
FUL RECORD
A.
J.
MASSIB,
man
as
who
a
Coombs
looked
1'hilHeB.
Then
is usually
was a member
upon
eight years'; Plank; Bender and
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
...
...
),
all business, but those who have fol- - divided the. ether j 9 games.
he quit the Phillies to become asso- 11
Secretary.
,.
he
Mowed
has
that
know
record
his
elated with Anrrew Carnegie as a part
most
consistent
Coombs
is
Jack
the
The
afterOct.
Philadelphia,
at
that
Bentlm()nt so,muoh
of the I'nited States Steel corporation.
world's series pitcher In the land. In
or postmortem, is usually a very- (imeg j,e jjas been the lose.
Santa fe Commander?
two series he won four games with
jMcGraw lured McCormick back to riiath,
No. 1, K. T. Regular
As a member of the unpleasant, duty, except where it cont0 veterans and given out a defeat, faking three from the
the diamond.
He ha8 j,
conclave fourth Mon- Giants McCormick s biggest part was cerns baseball. If there Is anything leeway to his old favorites to such an Cubs in 1910, when he was backed by
Qs day in each month at
a
severe
as a pinch hitter. In this role he was the
one
it
and
from
times
terrific
at
extent
that
proved
hitting,
winning
average baseball fan likes next to
au at i:sv
Masomc
the best of them all until 1'harlie the actual
he has f the Giants before he broke down. Chief
playing it is the discussion Knderance, yet In the end
P. ID.
- Bender has won six
Dooin trottpd out "ltoc" Miller.
his
for
loyalgames and lost
the whys and wherefores of the! ways been amply repaid
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E.
Other major leaguers will drift cnuie after It. is over. The world 9 H". In tne case or rianK in me lecum three. He dropped a game to the Gi- - W. E.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
back to the minors before the winter
rliidpd has been the 'fries, this was borne out, for thelants in 1905 and won the only game
In that
series.
is over, some of them probably as subject .of columns upon columns of "'eran southpaw would have pitched the Quakers took
Santa Fo Lodge of Per'
managers, but Lord, Devlin and Mc-- . comment and millions of words of dig- - h' heart out rather than lose tne nnai Against the Cubs in 1910 Bender won
fection No. 1, 14th dein which he held the Giants and lost and a lear later, lost the first
! e n..c.
Connick have already cinched their ,ein ,roi .,Hwi i, o o vat hoon
gree. Ancient and Acto two hits.
game to the Giants against the pitchberths for 1914,
isfied as to the reason why Manager
cepted Scottish Rite or
The Plank discussion points out a ing of Mathewson. He then came back,
Mack of the Athletics failed to replace
Free Masonry meets on
and
two
up
finishing
in
games
Mack
the
winning
record
that
wonderful
hitter
a
Eddie Plank with pinch
Manager
MATTHEWS WORKING HARD
in the third Monday of each month at'
FOR BOUT WITH SHAFER. .'ninth inning of the game against Ma- - has made in world's series contests, the series after Coombs had been
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
of
of
out
one
the
the
jured.
thewson on the second day
j,nd points
why
s
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish
luck
hard
in
the
been
has
a
to
Plank
so
ho was
change
opposed
Albuquerque, N. .M., Oct. 30. Not series.
are cordially invited to attend..
Athfor
the
series
world's
pitcher
for some time has a boxer booked to
The reason why they have not been that famous ninth Ining. Tin
E. C. ABBOTT, 32',
satisfied is that they are lt.ltcs under Mack have participated in letics, and for this reason his brit
appear in Albuquerque shown such a
Venerable Master.
welcomed
was
for strenuous gymnasium not ready to believe that Manager 1 world's series games, in IPO', l.'HO, liant showing this year
Western capacity
Plank has had CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
'Swifty Joe" Kelley,
by his teammates.
work as bus Pierce Matthews, the St. Mack acted from a purely sentimental 1911 and this year. In all these
Yet this is true, though tests Mack has made only one change, fewer runs scored against him than
League "Rabbit," Who Will Play With Louis lightweight, who next Tuesday
m
m
i. P. O. E.
any of the Athletic pitchers in the four
meets Harry
..... right at
.
Pittsburgh Next Season.
Santa Fe LodgeNo,
is credited with winning
He
series.
in
scheduled
this
of
a
Shafer,
city(
P. O. B,
460, B.
his
and
two
yet
four,
but
Josing
games
contest.
holds Us regular
"Swifty Joe" has been called
be
better.
record
should
Matthews boxed last night at the
because of his speed when
session on the secIn 1905 Plank pitched the first game
fourth.
about the outfield or along the New Mexico A.'C. gymnasium, travelond
and
and
Mathewson
of the series againBt
each
of
base lines.
ing a total distance of twelve rounds
Wednesday
In
lost 3 to 0. In his record game
month. VUltliiH
He leads Tip O'Neill's league in with five sparring partners.. These into four
Giants
.the
held
he
series
that
148
a
in
two
62
with
cluded
rounds
newcomer,
brothers are Invit
stolen bases, having pilfered
hits and one unearned run. Plank did
ed and welcome.
games, wnlcn places mm in auoui me named Cramer, two rounds with Kid
In the 191 series,
chance
a
not
get
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
same class with Clyde Milan, the Alarid, three rounds with "Taft," a
Coombs and Bender playing the iron
Exalted Ruler,
heavyweight.; two rounds with Young
Washington speeder.
all
the
games.
man
and
stunt
pitching
C. H. WILSON.
Kelley Is there or thereabouts, all Ketchel and three rounds with Kid
"
the
year
In
the
against
follpwing
the time. He was captain of the St. liuian. Ma:tuews gave each of his
Secretary.'
second
the
game
Plank
pitched
Giants,
Joe team this year. The White Sox opponents a good lacing, though he
won
this
and
Baker
against Marquard,
re eamp-1351Santa
had him in 1912' and sent him to Jack tried to hold back.
game for him, 2 to 1, with a home run.
M. W. A.:
Holland for seasoning. Evidently Jack
Id
Directo,' Levy lest night announced
later
one
then
Inning
He
pitched
meets second Tuessupplied the rest.
fiat Harry Shafer would start his
thfe series and relieved Coombs and
each month, soday
Holland is the man who had Clyde gymnasium work today, boxing at the
the
when
defeat
with
was charged
cial meeting third
Milan, before that Bprlnter went to gymnasium this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
fn
tenth.
out
won
the
Giants
Tuesday at Fire- been training in private
''Swifty Joe" Kelley is the rabbit of Washington. At that time Holland Shafer
This year he did not allow the
man's Hall. Visit
was at Wichita, Kan., with Frank
the Western league.
the past two days. His friends are
Giants a run for nine innings of the ing neighbors welcome.
He will be seen in the National next
anxious to see him fn action at the
first game and but four runs in the
A. O. WHITTIER, Consul.
season, with Pittsburgh, and judging
Kelley gets on base often enough to yra, so he will come out today for
two games, the same record as he A. B. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
hit
has
He
valuable.
will
his
him
make
he
this
work
benefit.
speed
year,
Kelley by
their
made against them in 1905.
stick, like nettles In a setter pup's .813 this year and is one of the best
Three fast minor events are being
F, W. FARMER.
Manager McGraw has participated in
waiters in the Western league.
ear.
arranged for Tuesday's card and each
No
Homestead
23 world's series games and has called
promise to be classy as prelims go.
2879, Brother,
pitchers in that time
eight
ujfbn
They will be between local boys of
hoed of Amen- Mathewson, Marquard, McGinnity, Tesmore or less pugilistic prowess.
can Yoemen.
reau, Crandall, Ames, Wiltse and
Mathewson has pitched more
Meets second
s
nd fourth
FIELDER JONES NO
games than any pitcher of either team,
of
LONGER ON PAY ROLL
yet he has won only five and lost five,
IS THE
MOVIE ACTRESS SAYS THAT THE ATTRACTIVE WOMAN
month at the
one being tied. Three of these vic'
ONE WHO KNOWS THE ART OF EYE EXPRESSION.
Fireman's HalL '
tories were in the 1905 series, each, beChicago, Oct. 30. Fielder Jones,
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca.
ing a shutout.
manager of the Chicago Americans
Cor, Bee. David Gonzales.
when they won a world's championHHHship in 190G, Is a free agent' at last
COLLEGE OF BISHOPS
Santa Fe Lodge
and has retired from active baseball.
IN SESSION AT ST, LOUIS
No.
2,
Knights of
'The club did not include his name
Pythias meets ,
1st Louis. Mo., Oct. 30. The College
this year and he is now free to play!
every Second and
wherever he pleases. Whether his re-- i
of Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
Fourth Friday of
lease has anything to do or not with
Church South opened its anual five
the month at 8
future cannot be stated as the
day session here today.
o'clock p. m.
South Side club has included his name
Meeting In K..
as a player every autumn excepting
COMMITTEE
SENATE
Costello (Maurice.)
of P. Hall over
'this year. It is reported he has pur-- i
BANKS.
BRANCH
CONSIDERS
'.
Kaune's store.
chased part of the stock of the St.
"
Everybody's favorite!
All visiting
;Louis American team. Jones is still
Oct. 30. The question
Runs a big, expensive car. Has two very clever little children. And has
are most
Knights
ipresldent of the Northwestern league. had the distinction, also the accompanying ups and downs, of taking a
be
shall
banks
ot how many branch
Invited.
cordially
curnew
of players round the world!
created to administer the
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
JONES WANTS TO BUY '
Some trip What? Some actor, too!
rency system was taken today by " the A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 8.
INTO MAJOR LEAGUE CLUB.
Spends his spare time autographing postcard photos of himself, but senate banking committee.
doesn't care a continental for publicity.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Portland, Ore., 30. Fielder Jones,
If you haven't seen Costello on the screen, there's still something worth
foresters are experimentLodge No. 259, holds Us regular
president of the Northwestern league,
fir from the United
'.
for!
with
living
ing
Douglas
meeting on the first Thursday of each
said he had not negotiated with any
which
a
find
to
variety
States
trying
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
club with a view of purchasing an inWill combine the
quality Visiting brothers are Invited and welI
terest. Now that he was released by
hard
the
and
form
coast
Pacific
ct
the
come.
Chicago, he said he would obtain an
iness of the Rocky mountain form.
BENITO ALARID, President.
interest in a major league club.
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Wood block paving, tried and dis
AND
YOU'LL
GET OUTDOORS
ODD FELLOWS,
EXCELL carded in. many cities of the United
KIDDIES
THE
QUICKLY FORGET YOUR BLUES, MOVIE STAR TELLS WHEN AND HOW
No. 2. I. O. o. r.
States thirty years ago, is now comSAYS SCREEN STAR.
'30VXS 3HJ. NO Sdfl NWOaO
imto
due
Santa Fe Lodgt
ing back into marked favor,
handand
meets
proved methods of treating
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
ling the blocks.
in Odd Fellows HulL Visiting brothI
It is claimed that some of the euca- ers always welcome.
;
';
lyptus of Australia are taller than the
Subscribe for the Santa,
New
California redwoods, hitherto considMexican, the paper that boosts all
ered the highest trees In the world.;
the time and works for the upbuild
.
There are, 55 oaks fn the United Ing of our naw Stat.
States, about evenly divided between
the east and the west. The eastern
white oaks
species and particularly
life the most valuable.
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."

ml

Miss Margarita Fischer.

terpreted on the screen

"The effect which is lost by absence
of the voice can be "put across' by the
expression of the eyes, if you know
how," says Margarita Fischer.
"Women who would be attractive
and who seek beauty tf face should
join a photo play company, do a part,
and then spend hours studying their
own expression of eyes and face as in
LEAGUE STAR8
TO MANAGE

MINOR CLUBS.

Three former major league stars
who have been in and out of the big
swim on more than one occasion are
to manage minor- league clubs next
season. Two of these players formerly wore the uniforms of the Philadelphia clubs. They are Bris Lord and
Harry McCormick. The other is Ar-- i
thur Devlin.
Lord has been released by the Bos-t.Nationals to the Mobile club of
the Southern league. The same club
has given Devlin his ticket of leave,
so that he can be the leader of the
Oakland, Calif., team in the Pacific
Coast league. McCormick will get a
chance to manage the Chattanooga
Cub. ''
Lord first broke into the major

by the cam-

era.
"A woman's mirror is a good friend
screen is
to her, but a moving-pictureven more correct."
'
Margarita Fischer ought to know,
for she is an experienced moving picture player.
And she certainly knows the art of
eye expression!
e

!

league swim as a member of the Ath
letics in 1905. Bris drifted back to the
minors, only to bob up again in
1910. That season he returned to tht
'
Athletics by way of Cleveland. Bris
figuring in the trade which caused
Connie Mack to cut the string which
be held on Joe Jackson. At that time
the Athleics were sadly in need of an
experienced outfielder and bo Bris
was brought back. He got in the
of 1910 and
world's series rake-off- s
1911 and was then sent to Baltimore.
Last spring the Boston Nationals secured Lord, and now he gets a chance
to become a manager.
Strangely enough Connie Mack has
never yet turned out a successful
team leader. Harry Davis tried it,
only to meet with unexpected and
insurmountable obstacles at Cleve- -

Canada cuts about two million cords
of pulp wood annually, about half of
Which is exported for manufacture in

DRV FARMING

the United States.

Will O. Richmond, a resident of
will
... nnnnpr- ftnv In- about
Honey and Tar
Foley's
quiries
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
Honev and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited me for bronchial trouble and
cough, after I used other remedies
that failed. It Is more like a looa man
a medicine.
jjo noi accept a euir
stitute. The Capital Pharmacy.
i
tJllgltswuuu,
rni
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Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe ana
the new state.

TULSA, OKLAHOMA,

Oct. 22nd, to Nov, 1st.
ROUND

you sleep.

"Go every day out where great, btg,
good-nature- d

nature smiles and you'll

attitude toward
lose your blufrgoggle
"
men and the world," says happy,
healthy Irene Warfield.
is
Her program of cheerfulness
scintalled so thoroughly around her
that she has won the sobriquent of
"Sunshine."
Professionally Miss Warfield is an
Essanay photo player. She works
like a Trojan while she works. But
my how she can play!
If there is any doubt about this.
just catch her when she is practicing
her own preachment; doing her daily
riding stunt.
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At DEBT

New Mexican Want.
bring; results.
Try it

-

Ads

1

Zft 21, 22, 24, 25,

;

2. 27 and

Return Limit, Nov. 5th,

28

1913.-
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SANTA FE.
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U

HENRY KRICKe-- -

v
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'

1RIP FARE FROM SANTA FE

DATES OF SALE,
Oct

New Mexican Want Ads work while
Irene Warfield.

$34.85
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...
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Elsie Albert thinks there are no actors in the world like children.
"Their expressions are unspoiled by technique. Their actions, .are free
from affection and their movements are filled with the grace of youth, shf.'.
ccntends. .,
u' .c. : ?c.
"If the grown actor, man or woman, were to sit down at' the" feet. Ot
the children and learn, to be natural, the stage might have greater players.".
Miss Albert plays with Mattie and Early the famous
iaxpvJfej.lf hiitft
actors.
'

DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
.
BUD WEISER IN BOTTLES
DWilled

Pore
Manufacturer of all Hods of Soda Waters made from
Water.
Mineral
Maniton
water. Afent for
Sprinf
New
Sante
TELEPHONE 35 J

ft

me.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

30,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

A commercial education in the OLDEST CITY IN
THE U. S. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, ele-

local items. Mi Tailor

PERSONALS!

(Bade

Combs, Olive Rubber, ftc kind, !c;
ana Overcoats
vation 7,018 feet, on the ROCKIES, AIR DRY,
75t kind,
llutt Bros. Co.
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
ever
free
In
Prices from $10 up to
Sunshine the year round, rarely
frosty,
county
Marriage ..Licenses The
Telephone tne Postal Tele- X
clerk has issued marriage licenses to
We show you over 1500 sat
company If you do not get
from fogs, mosquitoes and malaria. On the coldest graph paper
.Miss Annit Jaramillo of Santa Fe. and
and one will be deThe largest line in the city,
your
Venceslao Lucero, of Cocliiti; also to
guarantee a perfect fit and you
day one is warm in the sunshine. Quaint old build- livered to you at Vonce.
find no better workmanship at
Leandro Trujillo and Hiss Trinidad
cars.
dobe
no
street
crooked
houses,
streets,
ings,
price. You will pay more e.
Trujillo, of Rio Chiquito.
Mountains, rivers, Miss Clara 1). Truo. of Espunola, is Gnagey and Ervien for mission
Peaceful, quiet, and lovely.
where, but remember our expens
are small; this makes our lot
tures and electric portables.
today.
and streams, blue sky, a town Plaza, and band in C.thf city
A position by a good
WANTKI)
Lewis, of Las Wriis, is regisprices possible.
stand. The certain home of diamonds and other tered at the .Montezuma.
salesman in a general merchandise
Eighteen years'
experience in
Mr.
Mrs. C. C.
of Los store.
the tailoring business. Let us take
Speaks Knglisli and Spanish,
precious stones, yet unearthed, and Tiffany, of Angeles,andare registered Ames,
at. the
I)n experience 20 years. Address P. O.
your measure.
New York, Turquoise mines. Home of Ben-Hujfiox 366, Santa Fe, N. M.
Vargas hotel.
210 SAN FRANCISCO di.
CUSTOM TAILORING,
LINDHARDT,
Pedro Ortiz of flalisteo, came in last,,' For. Sale Cheap Good range, bed
oldest house and Church in the U. S. and the only evening
with his family and will belaud child's bed. Phone l;i,l.
125 Palace Axe.
School of American Archaeology. Cures and in Santa Fe the remainder
of the. Tomorrow Is Fast Day Tomorrow
week.
Friday, the day before the feast of All
favorite journal the chances arc that!
greatly assists Tuberculosis, weak lungs, Asthma, J. K. 'owers, hydrograpliic engin-- i Saints,
is a day of fast and also of
eer, left this morning for a trip up stinenee for all Roman Catholics. Sat- she will find it clipped.
Catarrh, Gout and Rheumatism, has good fishing, the
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT- ,"So man would dream of stealing;!
Chama river on stream gauging mday is a day of obligation. There
shooting, hunting, and walking. Circle drive 400 and measuring work.
will be two masses at the cathedral, soap from his club," observed Mrs.
Modern Cottage of 5
Menzies, "or pocketing writing paper,
miles, cave dwellings, and craters. For BOYS and Walter Hite becomes day clerk at the second mass at 9:30.
a
or
out
Rexall Cold Tablets break up cold
hotel and Harry Meret,
of the club
the T)e
cutting articles
Lot fronts
' Rooms and Baih.
GIRLS, and Grown Ups, a sound commercial edu- formerlyVargas
company, over night and do It most efficiently newspapers. The thought Is humiliatyitli
100 feet on Pal
aboiit
South
in the hotel
t'lid permanently.
You need no other ing, but the fact is that our clubwomcation guaranteed. The subjects are: Shorthand, takesonthe liight shift
ace Avenue.
Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., en do not readily conform to the necfice,
Saturday November 1.
guarantee.
Blind-han- d
Penman-;
Punctuation,
Typewriting,
Sister Marceliu and Sister Hertha, succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
essary rules of club life, which is very
NOW is the
We will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800
nuns of Cincinnati, are
ROOMS FOK RENT Furnished and shortsighted of them, inasmuch as the
and other Bus- prominent
ship, Bookkeeping, Spanish-Lnghs- h
time to investigate the above.
here on an official visitation at St. unfurnished rooms, with or without ri'ies are made for their own comfort,
iness subjects. When the PANAMA opens there Vincent's Sanitarium. They have been modern conveniences. Apply 2:T
conveniences and weilbeing. They do
not amalgamate happily, apparently
will be a demand for thousands of men and women, to Albuquerque and will go from herP Mngton avenue.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Trinidad.
Wanted Store for exclusive sale oi having an inherent distrust of one
Shorthand and A. E. P. Robinson. New Mexico
Rooms 8 anc 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
who can write Spanish-Englis- h
on
Plaza.
Goods
from
what
I
pioneer Bakery
have learned
and,
the
for
An
the
of
inly
to
Pioneer
with
Society
stiirTv
shot lid
Bakery, formerly
'TvnfwriHncr
and this is rr fimp the
lately,
just cause. Our women
IF IT S REAL ESTATE," HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
Jr
- i ..
are bad clubmen, because they are not
l Friendless, has returned from Minnea- idrews' Bakery.
.1
commence.
a
attended
he
and
where
convention,
residence
POi1Sj
lerms: education,
Squibb8 0Hve 0i, is tnP be8t oii lllut 'clubable.' They do not as a body
,eaves tomorrow for Deming.
sen it m realize the responsibilities or preserve
is posBinlfi t0
e'ii
board for one vear. 50 "weeks. $600. Six months !HeMrs.
' '
'
'
John Patterson and daughter, 25c, 50 and $t.0() packages. Putt Pros the emenities of club life, and until
"
It
13
will
three
Mrs.
R.
Jr.
E.
months,
weeks, $200.
$350,
Paul, and Edward
requires
Co.
they do the women s club movement
12 months for a full commercial course and six leave Saturday for California. Mrs. New Studio W. M. Cray, a photo- in tins country cannot he a success. ' iiiititlsisittMiiiliitlcititiiiiiiitt(itiiit
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTJ,l1
See our display
IVE GIFT.
...
months for two subjects. There is now a vacancy visiting friends and relatives
. ...
,
BBiMft
r.innisnM
FILIGREE
uiy
will tnat Hania r e anorus opportunities lor
Mrs. Patterson
but
her
Cuff Buttons,
of
mother,
ACTION
Necklaces,
FOR
DAMAGES
for S. America with these qualifications at a salary 'remain the entire winter on the coast. clever work with the camera, so he
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
New York, Oct. 30. James C. Carmove
his
tor
has
decided
studio
up
of $300 a month, and no one can do the work. Dr. Dnvid Khapp (sustained a badly hercr'He has rented the buililiiig next rison. press agent for former Governor
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
who was sentenced to luipris-of
Btore
buisst'r,
east
and
the
ito
.salmons
Walter Norton, F. R. G. S. Box 387. Santa Fe, New
otvuot
,'.,!,,, .1,0
O. K. Barber shop and will build on lomnent until the adjournment of the J pieces of jewelry.
Mex. ; Principal.
front of his house on Lincoln avenue. 20 feet northward
to give ample room impeachment trial, but: was paroled
He stepped on a small stone which
--
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3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping,
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rolled under his foot, turning his ankle. The injury is severe enough to
keep him in the house for a while.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway has been advised by the
school board of San llilefonso schools
that Misses Lulu Krick and Ruby Roi-bhave been elected teachers for the
schools there. Mr. Conway looks for- ward to a successful term. The teach
ers will oppo the school on Monday
"
next.

H I'l

College St.,

$16.00 per month.
5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
FOR RENT
$20.00 per month.
6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
FOR RENT
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be Irrigated. Pries $11,000. '

WILLING TO TRY
MARRIAGE ON
EUGENIC PLAN

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP. PROP.)
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE,

Denver, ,('olo Oct. 30. "Wanted A
young wOm$n 25 to 30 years old, willing to entW'v.an 'eugenic marriage
contract.' (ioad looks, perfect health,
End good disposition
requireonly
ments. Address Paull S. Hunter, secretary state board of
This advertisement' will be inserted
in the Denver papers by Dr. Hunter
if necessary to secure a partner for ments.will
Hot Water Bottles and Fountain
such a marriage as
(prove of great benefit to 'Science.
Syringes the $1.50 kind, S!)c. Oood
Lest this statement be misleading, ones, CUc. Guaranteed one year. Butt
it. may be well to state that Dr. HuntBros. Co.
er is happily married and is not the
The Supreme Moment! Critical Illprospective "eugenic bridegroom."
ness requires medicine that Is pure
a
than
no
In fact, it is
le,ss
person
and of full strength. Let us supply
'M. D. Bowen, reading clerk In the
your drug store needB; then you'll feel
house of the last general assembly safe when a supreme moment comes
,a,nd secretary of the Denver Baseball to
you or yours. You can depend on
association, who has volunteered to us. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
become a martyr to science.
Fischer Drug Co.
Bowen told Dr. Hunter and StatisHallowe'en Party Tomorrow eventician Pejsk .of the health board that ing the Christian Endeavor society of
will
Is
it"
and
he is weary of "baching
the First Presbyterian church will
ing to experiment with the eugenic (give a Hallowe'en party at the high
marriage proposition,
school building at 8:30. All members
As Bowen, who is 0 feet 1 inch in of the society and any friends who
height, well- built and more than a have no other engagement for the
passably good looking, enjoys great evening are invited. Every member
popularity with the fair sex, the rea- is supposed to dress properly for the
son for hiB sudden determination to occasion with sheets and pillow cases
let. a scientist pjck: out a wife for him In. addition to the regular habit.
is somewhat in doubt, but Hunter and
Pek vouch for the truth of the fact,
WHV CLUBS FOR
nevertheless.
;

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
Santa Fe. New Mexico
Francisco
119 San
St.,

t

and good lighting.
Get the Best in Drugs and Ctiem-- ;
teals and the truest In satisfaction by
having all your drug store wants filled
at Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
Flschr r Drug Co.
The Capital Pharmacy, Inc., announce their HOT SODA MENU, as
follows: Hot Chocolate, ilot Tomato
Bouillon, Turkey Sandwitch, Hot Coffee, Chicken Bouillon, Chicken Sandwich, Hot Lemon Cordial, and Hot
Buffalo Punch. The above is of the
usual Good Quality, of the Capital
Pharmacy. Inc.
Mrs. Lujan Catanacha pies Mrs.
Agustina Lujan Catanacli, wife of John
C'alanach, died at the ago of 41 years
yesterday at her home near the reser
voir. 'She leaves a large family to
mourn her loss, eight boys and one
girl. The funeral will be held tomorrow at 7 o'clock. Requiem hiass will
be celebrated by Rt. Iter, Monsignor
Fourehegu at the Cathedral. Interment will be made at Rosario cemetery. Messrs. Mulligan and Rising
have charge of the funeral arrange4

tntiMiMiMMHiiiiiin4riiiiiiniiiiitiitinmi

FURNITURE
Brass Beds

PRESIDENT'S POLICY
APPROVED BY PRESBYTERIANS
YYiYrYrYrYrYYYYYYYY
The Presbyterian-hod
most heartily agrees with
the Iposltion taken by President-- ; Wilson tn the Mexican situation according
to af resolution adopted by them at
their meeting here today.
Oct.

Hartford,

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.'

30

j

H. W1CKHAM

Lined
ARROW Steel

SHOT SHELLS

The bureau of forestry of the Philip
pine; Island will send tropical timbers
to the United States forest service so
that" their suitability for fine furniture
veneers may be ascertained.

Hake Your
Feet Happy
Keal Foot Comfort

Make sure your

Shoot

game

the speed shells
In PqnfrgpnlAfC
Arrow Shells, the steel
lining puts all the force of the
3

H

-

III

"fl1l

.M

exoloaion behind the shot. That
comer" can't beat out the pattern driven by
gripped charge.

a steel

And with Expert Factory Loading, uniformity of
spaed and pattern is assured in each and every shell.
Shoot Rtmington- - UMC Arrow and Nitra Clnb Steel Lined Expert
Factory Loaded Shells for speed plus pattern in any make of shotgun.

Remington

2M Broadway

Anna-Unio-

n

n

5

on- -

mile-a-minu- te

Metallic Cartridge Co.
New

York City

TIZ. for tender feet. Is a anlck relief Mr
all foot troubles and a trial TIZ foot bath
will prore It. TIZ cures swollen feet, achsmart and
ing feet, feet that chafe, calluses
and
burn.
Corns, bunions,
chilblains are iuicklv relieved by TIZ.
Price 28 eeate at druggists' and depart ment stores, li your aeaier won i supwu icuciiii
lty price.
lu, wo-See that ilia..,
"Walter Luther
of
Dodge a Co." Jr printed on the pack- Co., 122J
age. Walter Luther Dodge
S. Wabash Aye.; Chicago.

lo testify,, said his at- loi ueys uau nuviseci mat tney nan a
cause of action against the leaders of

H.'C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

the assembly for damages.

;

'

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

.
.

HENNESSY'S EVIDENCE

NOW
DISTRICT ATTY.

WITH
York, Oct. 30. .1. A. Hennes-sy'- s
little black book passed into the
keeping of district attorney iliis afternoon and is supposed to contain the
alleged confession of former Senator
Stillwell now confined in prison, and
New

also Hennessy'a charges against
hall during the last campaign.
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Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
coughs and colds has been o ir family ' N. B. LAIGHLIN, President.
E,
JW.
GRIFFIN, Cashier.
medicine. We give it to our children.
J. B. LAMY,
who like it on account of its pleasant j
ti.ste. It is a Bafe cure for coughs and (
colds. It contains no opiates. The OCMX)0GaSKO&&

Capital Pharmacy.
EDITORS WILL HOLD NEXT
AT DALLAS

MEETING

Chicago, Oct. ?). The executive
committee of the National Editorial
Association at a meeting today selected Houston, Texas, as the next, place
of meeting.
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London,
"Soaplifting" H.
threatens the downfall of the women's
club movement in England.
It is admitted by even the most ar Where Quality Governs the Price
dent, feminine "joiners" that women's
and Price the Quality
clubs in this country have not proven
a success. Very few of the larger or
ganizations are in a prosperous con- and many of the smaller ones
,'ditkm
that started with such a Nourish when
the movement first hit Great Britain
have now been compelled to close
their doors. This situation has been
the cause of a lot of worry among
the women folks and various reasons
have been assigned, hut it remained
for Mrs. Stuart Menzies, one of the
leading club women of London, to disclose the real nature of the trouble.
Our cracker counter is an In'I used to wonder why women want
The large
I
place.
teresting
ed clubs at all," she said, "and
supposed it was to get away from
variety of crackers and wafers
their husbands, just as men belong to
we carry would astonish most
clubs in order to get away from their
anybody. What is so nice as
wives. But that is an exploded idea.
a
box of dainty, delicious waA new cult has sprung
tip in our
fers? Some kind of a cracker
midst. I call her the club fiend. And
should be on the table at every
there are far too many of her kind.
They specialize in all the little vices
meal should be in every lunch
that make club life unbearable, and
box. And the very kind you
their vices vary."
should have are here.
They
The soaplilfter is one of the worst
have the quality that always satof the lot, according to Mrs. Menzies.
and one of the most numerous, hue
isfies.
,
simply cannot resist putting ihe soap
in her pocket or in her bag after washing, and frequently she is not satisfied "BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
with merely one cake at a time.
Others are so tempted by the free
hairpins on tap in the club -- dressing CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
rooms that they poke as many Into
their hair as they can comfortably
PRIMROSE BUTTER
carry, then put a handful or two In
their bags for future use. Also there
are those who remove writing paper
and envelopes by wholesale, and It is
nn everyday experience for the aver
& GO.
age clubwoman looking for something H.
to read to find one or more fellow
B-- st
members sitting on half a dozen maga- Where Price
zlneB OT newspapers. And if she Is
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WE
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OUfe GOODS
THE

YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
AND WE HIT THE
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS IS NOT TO ABUSE
THE TRUST OF
THOSE WHO TRUST US.
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To them it is the same whether they now is for James (j. Blaine in the Deposits
are under the stone marked with the office of secretary of state. The name$1,239,217.03
i.ifi rrf thi sonifies thev are!of "American" has become an opprobin Me
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency under his call for report
"unknown" or whether they have nous amid derisive appellation
io and it will take much more than the for October 21, 1913.
ab6ve them the marble Bhaft with the
of statesmanship to wipe
rich carving and the words that sig- Bryan stamp
out the Btain. Santa Roso Sun.
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nify that they are not forgotten, but to
What They're Doing.
those of who are left it is far different.
Some fellow asked where are all the
We want to know. We want to feel
that we are near them, and If It be people and what are they doing, and
THE HERALD AND THE TAXES
true that they, in the' other sphere of when you see a man he is in a hurry?
The Albuquerque Herald, in an editorial in Monday's issue takes up the
the
existence, can see us and can under- - Well, some of them and most of them
question of our taxes and calls attention to the recent raise made by
stand that we are doing all that we are gathering feed and putting up
hoard of equalization and makes strenuous objection thereto.
This
newscan do to show that they are not for- - fruit und vegetables for winter.
Especial attention is called to this matter in that it touches the
we want them to understand. week, we saw one lady who was just
in
men
all
admitted
be
must
gotten,
engaged
and
in
state
it
by
the
paper plants
So, it must be a constant sadness to finishing canning 1000 cans of torna
that business, that the limit of what they can endure in that direction has
of an acre. At almost
in the coal camp at Dawson to toes off an
those
reached.
been
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we see people digging pohouse
every
matter
whom
those
have
upon
of
the
of
depend
this
not
think
they
did
Herald
is
the
that
phase
The only pity
"un- tatoes, gathering tomatoes, hauling in
as
buried
with
whom
not
and
did
love,
and
they
of
the
last
session
join
the
before and during
.legislature
true pumpkins, and kershaws and feed.
HOME
known." This Is particularly
this paper and others in the state and urge at that time the necessity of a
when they are far from their native Tatum Democrat.
and taxation in New Mexico.
assessment
of the method of
Mark Them.
land and among strangers in a strange
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
The last paragraph of the editorial is as follows:
country.
Mark the men for slaughter at the
"It does seem that fairness and justice would demand a thorough study
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
How They Would Do It.
of the conditions and then a complete rewriting of the tax legislation of
polls, who are delaying the currency
central Location.
made
was bill in the senate. The voters of each
this state, by which our system may be modernized and justified and
I sometimes wonder if there
fair."
ever an editor of a paper, be it a state have the destiny of each senator
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
"She has just returned from a finish
in their hands, and they should hold
biIf the Herald had spent less time last winter lauding and defending the
daily, a weekly, a
who
all
those
to
strict
accountability
boss ridden legislature which was absolutely and disgustingly under the ing school."
not
who
has
or
"What do they teach them there?" weekly,
and discredited leaders of the old Redomination of a few of the time-trieheard the expression: "If I were run- are trying to assist the Wall street
,
how to carry
walk
"Oh
a
state
and
the
of
the
with
hands
governor
had
and
joined
the paper I would do so and so." crowd to continue their strangle hold
publican party,
and all that sort of thing." ning
for
scribe would go on on the credit of this country. We are
Then the would-bpercentage of the newspapers, in an effort to get the very legislation at gracefully
which it is now pleading, we might not be in the position that we are
and tell how he would manage the sorry that Senator Hitchcock is in this
editorial page, how he would handle crowd, but he must take the consepresent and relief might have. come.
THE BYSTANDER
It is interesting just at this time to call attention to the message of
the news, what his policy would be, quences of his own acts. Farmlngton
finvernor McDonald which he delivered to the legislature wherein he touches
how he would not do this and would
MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
SEES IT.
In a portion of
nn this ouestion nnd strongly urges a method of correction.
keep out of this and so on and so on.
Proprietor of the
his message the governor said:
Then when these things are heard
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
BILLIARD
MONTEZUMA
PARLORS,
Is there an editor or a man connected
"I now again and more particularly recommend that the Board of EqualThose Tables.
ization be given power to change individual and corporate assessments, and
with the newspaper that is under the
Has
at
Great
a
Expense,
Engaged
Montezuma.
Oftentimes we overlook the really criticism of the scolder, who does not
The Best That Can be Bought I
that, an appropriation be made for the use of the Board, to employ competent
D. F. McGowan, Albuquerque.
MARCUS CATT0N,
men to go into the counties and obtain such information for the Board as important things in life because they wish that the
man who knows
AT ANY PRICE
F. A. Doran and party, Denver.
are common and we see them every it all, could have the chance for one
may be necessary, to enable it to make a better and fairer assessment."
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dicSmith.
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moment
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so
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no
day,
Take
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by
legislature
totally ignored
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single week to carry out his plans and
Z. A. Wood, Jr., Las Vegas.
when a small amount will give
"BILLY"
tators of legislation demanded that It should be, and no protest was then and of value only in a certain sense. show the wonderful ability which he
CATT0N,
Geo. W. Wilson, San Antonio.
Take the railroad time table, for In believes himself possessed of.
made by the Herald, und no suggestion offered urging the enactment of a
who will manage his billiard paryou the protection that you
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
stance. We always consult it before
I had a letter the other day from a
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proper and effective law.
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and is on the way back. One can take game myself and knowing as I do the !
This, too, was ignored and anything that was suggested that would in any
THE SANITARY
the time table and keep track of the feverish atmosphere of the newspawho has purchased the Insurway remedy the trying situation was speedily and without a chance for debate
trip and can tell whether she is at that per office and the rush and the hurry I
ance Business of the L. A.
or consideration, sent to the morgue.
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passing through
that is always there, I am sending you
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this
prices
knowledge of who they were, but friends have another guess. House
wl,h- 0
only.
marked on the plain and humble coffin News.
A new and
Good
Rigs
before him, in his the sad, harrowing word, "unknown."
Bound To Come,
Ambulance for the
It looks now as If Hobson had ainharder proposition
the
with
to
harbor
the
block
to
had
awful
me
he
an
to
seems
than
trying
thing
It
Whether we like it or not, woman's
of Invalids
Transfer
struggle for the senate,
"
t' snk of those whom we love being suffrage is one of the things that will
Merrimac
live
live prices.
Day or Night at Rea0
laid away where we cannot go to them come before the political conventions
Prices.
sonable
"the
litis.
never
can
that
Then
we
home is where his wife
pay
and where
in the future and It will be hard for
Closest Route to Cliff Dwelling s.
A Judge has ruled that a man's
"TheQualityShop"
ti'j tribute of memory which Is a re any party to turn It down. Cloudcroft- is it when the wife is at the bridge club?
question arises, where
SATISFACTION GUARANTEES.
lief to all when we lay on the mound er.
PHONE 262.
V Phone 130 Main.
safe and extracted $1,000. The beneath wlch they lie, the tokens of
In Need of Blaine.
New York burglars blew a butcher'sin
our love. They do not know, of course.
the same class.
Phone Livery, : : : Espaoola, N. IK.
The dire need of the United States
butchers and the plumbers are getting
LOOKS LIKE IT!

PHONES:

j

The Montezuma Hotel
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trained to suck other cows.
Knowles' land joined a school sec
tion and Pete Romero had leased the
school section and had not fenced II
and had notified the Knowles to keep
tieir cattle off the school section,
There is a lot of government land Join- the school section so Pete testified To
the Merit of Lyd.aE.Pink-it looks verv neculiar and was a
little hard to decide whether the
ham8 Vegetable Com- Knowlea were being prosecuted for
pound during Change
stealing a calf or letting their cows
eat grass that was not fenced. The
of Life.
cow that Pete said was the mother
of the calf was freshly branded hut not
Streatmr, 111. "I shall always praise
in Knowles' brand or a brand that any
one claims. A sheep here In town Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound wherever I
sticks a cow but no one claims that
go. It has done me
the cow is the real mother of the
so much good at
sheep.
Change of Life, and
Chan.
HedKecock
prosecuted the
it has alsohelpedmy
case and Judge Baker defended the
daughter. It is one
Knowles. Cuervo Clipper.
of the
'

A WOMAN'S PROBLEM
In th

lnokine-clas- s

a woman often

Bees wrinkles, hollow circles under eyes,

"eros feet all because Bhe did not turn to the right remedy when worn
'down with those troubles which are distinctly feminine. Backache, headache,

DR. PIERCED FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION.
It allays and subdues nervous excitability, irritability, nervous exhaustion, and
other distressing symptoms commonly attendant upon functional and rean
diseases of the fwninine organs. It induces refreshing sleep and relieves
J
mental anxiety and despondency. Known everywhere and for over memcmes
as the standard remedy for thediseases of women. Your dealer in
50
can
send
or
suear-coateyou
tablet form;
cells it in liquid or
Address
etamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Bunalo, N, Y,

Jn

DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS REGULATE AND INVIGORATE
TINY GRANULES.
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS.
SUGAR-COATE-

D

grandest
womedicines

PRESIDENT

NEWS OF THE STATE
Cauliflower. Too.
C. V. Knight shipped a quantity of
cauliflower this week to Kansas Lily
in response to a request from that
nlaee The buyers stated that the cauliHnn'fr erown in the mountains of
New Mexico was the finest that had
ever come to thai market, and the demand for it is .likely to become greater than the supply for many years
to come. This cauliflower was grown
by J. 3. Posey near Weed
Cloud-crofte-

r.

An Echo From Election.
Bob Sawyer's vote was challenged

on the grounds that when he left town
he told someone that he was not
coming back. So one of the hosts of
dampness made a chase out to get a
fellow who was to swear to this fact,
but when the fellow aforesaid was
run down, it was discovered that he
hA 'orgotten all about, it, and wasn't
n as to whether or not Bob nad
" e was going to leave home or
id he was going to eat a
Enterprise.

child, which she had left within, she
returned for it, and on coming out
agaiu, had the presence of mind to
discharge a revolver, which called
the neighbors. In the meantime, the
would-bburglar made himself scarce,
covering his trail pretty well. Belen

CURRENCY

THE VANDERLIP
TINE,

.

BUT

ISN'T

WHO

REFORMED

AND

KAFFIR CORN

e

TRUE

A

Saloon Fire.
,
Last Saturday night between eleven
and twelve o'clock T. J. Jayles' saloon
was discovered to be on fire and by
the time people could be aroused and
help summoned the flames were beyond control and the building was
gutted and the entire contents destroyed. J. T. Gillett, whose office is
near the saloon, was the first to discover the fire, his attention being called to it by the smoke which was coming into his office. He gave the alarm
and in a short time there were sufficient help lo prevent the flames from
spreading.
The origin of the fire Is not known.
Mr. Gillett, who was first on the
ground, says the fire appeared to have
started in the ceiling.
Mr. Sayley was sick .in bed at the
time and the saloon was being looked
after by Messrs. Anton Blecha and
J. B. Randolph. The saloon was
closed at ten o'clock, the
time.
The walls of the building was made
of concrete blocks and are still standing. It is reported that the building
was covered by $1,000 insurance, the
stock by $1,200 and the fixtures by

n

e

to induce others to
Mrs. J. H.
try
-Campbell, 206 N.
Second St.,W. S., Streator, Illinois.
was at the
Philadelphia. Pa.
' Change of Life ' that I turned to Lydia
mkham s Vegetable Compound,
E.
using it as a tonic to build up my sysMrs.
tem, with beneficial results."
Sara Havwaed, 1825 W.Venango St.,
(Tioga) Phila., Pa.
San Francisco, Cal. " I have taken
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for many years whenever I
would feel bad. I have gone through
the Change of Life without any troubles
and thank the Compound for it. I recommend it to young girls and to women
of all ages." Mrs. C. IURRIE, 3052
25th St., San Francisco, Cal.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roota
and herbs, is unparalellcd.
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkhan) Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
womau and held in strict confidence.

u
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LOOKS

BILL

SENATOR

NOTES ON COWPEAS

(By Gilsou Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Oct.

SO.
The
administration suspects bad faith in
the Vanderlip currency bill proposal.
The bill is fine. It would take the
business of the hands
of private bankers and place all the
control of this and several other important money features entirely tinder the hand of the government. But
it's too good to be true. It isn't, true.
The little bunch of senators who are
8 homing
for it ate the same bunch
who have been shouting for anything
Wall street wanted anything to beat
the administration's bill. This is a
clever ruse. By putting forward this
plan they hope to commit the senate
to one style of currency legislation
and the house to an opposite style
and between the two nothing would
happen. That is the plan. President
Wilson is standing pat on his bill.
Senators do reform. Take the case
of Simmons of North Carolina. We
nave crjtlcized Simmons. We once
showed how he cooperated with Senator Penrose on a tariff bill and it was
Simmons who forgot his platform
promises and campaign pledges and
voted for all the lumber schedules in
the Aldrich bill. But Simmons has reformed. It is due to him to record the
fact that in the recent tariff bill whenever there was a chance to vote for
something which would reduce a tariff duty he voted on that side, and
whenever it was a proposal to raise u
schedule he voted in the negative.
It is to be hoped that prompt action
will be taken in the house on the La
Toilette seaman's bill which recently
passed the senate. This is one of the
most humane measures ever paused.
As its title indicates, it is a bill to end
Involuntary servitude at sea. Among
other things the bill abolishes arrest
for desertion; forbids shipmasters to
withhold wages until the end of voyages or to advance wages at the start
prescribes forecastles with proper
ventilation and
sanitary arrangements; and prescribes that ships leaving American ports must carry crews
sixty per cent of whom are men rating as able seamen that is, they must
have had at least three years experience on deck at sea. The shipowners lobby, which formerly fought this
bill in the senate has transferred its
attention to the house.
Much of our newspaper material
comes from Canada. Over two milmoney-issuin-

:
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for

that can be
bought. I shall try
men

AFRAID

News.

usual-closing-
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OF BAD FAITH

Raise Sweet Potatoes.
mie time past Col. Reaves
..as been marketing some of the finest
sweet potatoes ever raised in any
country, which were grown on his
place two miles south of Endee. Among
" e sweet potatoes that he brought in
.ore than a week ago was one that
weighed 5
pounds. George Mlnde-mathe Quay county Booster, took a
"mess" of them back to Chicago with
him to show the natives that some- $400.
The prohibition ordinance goes inthing more than sand and wind can bo
raised in the Endee country. Endee to effect on the 7th of next month and
it is hardly probable that the busiEnterprise.
ness will be reopened here. Dayton
Informer.
Had Close Call.
Jerry Larkin, an old timer in this
Cuervo Cow Case.
country, escaped being killed by the
Three men named Knowles were up
passenger train Thursday morning at
3 railway station.
He was about to if Judge Segura's court last Monday-ea charge of stealing a last Bprlng's
ard the train when the engine colled with a long string of cars cou-- . calf. They live over in the northeast
cted with the coaches, throwing the corner of this country and not far
an off the platform and under the from Pete Romero's place. The charge
jwly moving train. He was rapidly was against Henderson, Howard and
Henderson is the
eked up from that position and It Guy Knowles.
was noticed that no injuries were re- father of the other two. Guy Knowles
ceived. The man boarded the train was turned loose and Henderson and
and proceeded on his Journey to the Howard were placed under a bond of
$"00 each for their appearance at the
county seat town. Cimarron News.
next term of the district court at
She Scared the Burglar.
Santa Rosa. They made their bond
Mrs. Fenley, wife of Conductor Fen-le- at Montoya and are loose.
lne
had quite an adventure with a Knowles located where they now live
would-bburglar Tuesday night. The last spring and have about 50 head
culprit got into the attic in Borne way of cattle and branded a calf that a
and was trying to find his way down Mrs. Conant claims is her calf and
stairs. Luickily the hatch had been Pete Romero swore it was Mrs. Con- closed, barring his progress. Mrs. act's calf. The Knowldes claim it
Fenley became hysterical and leaped was an orphant calf that they brought
ont of the window. Thinking of ber here with them and that it bad been
n
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naina. lassitude, nervousness and drains upon vitality- bring untold suffering
it ofThe nervous system and tie entire
to womanhood and the face showseffect
tonic
the
make-u- p
feels
womanly

SPECTACULAR

THREE WOMEN

SULZER IS GETTING SOME OF THE OH
FOLKS BACKED AGAINST THE
GOSSIP
WILL

AS

TO

WHAT

WALL

NEW GOVERNOR

DO

I'll1

The most
the most important, political doings these days are going on
in New York, where Sulzer and his
graft, investigator ileiincKsy have got
Murphy, McCall and the rest of Tammany backed up against the wall and
are daily und nightly shooting them
full of holes us eliifienily as any
Huerta agent ever shot a Madera
and much more legitimately. It is an
amassing tale that Ilennessy the graft
proper tells, but he supplies convincing detail for most of it.
II seems that, as Jimmy Dolan used
have
to say, the Tammany grafters
found "no detail too small to Ignore."
iThey even made a systematic levy
uiiou Hie wages oi tne sio a nioinn
men who worked on the canal, and
they had their collectors in the paymuster's oilice so that the graft was
deducted before the pay envelopes
were delivered to Ihe employes. According to Hennessy's figures, this
line of graft alone amounted to about
$3,000 a week.
The graft HennesKy has disclosed
renders all the more clear and emphatic the important duty of Martin
Glynn, the governor whom Tammany
has installed in place of Sulzer at Albany. Whatever of folly or wrong the
impeached governor may have committed, it is undeniable that he did
one thing that was good ami strong
and straight for the state. He did
start in the trail of the grafters, and
it is undeniable that it was because
he was on the trail of the grafters
and because Murphy and Tammany
knew that that trail if pursued would
put some of their friends in the penitentiary that Sulzer was impeached.
Obviously,
Murphy and Tammany
were more ready to trust their case to
the friendly hands of Martin Glynn.
Just as obviously, there devolves upon Mr. Glynn the paramount duiy
everything else unflinchingly to
pursue the trail that Snlzer's investigations uncovered.
Will he do it?
On the day that he. became governor, when he was holding his first talk
with the newspaper correspondents in
Albany, one of the reporters recalling
the Sulzer declaration of last January that he was the "leader of the
Democratic party," asked Glynn it
he intended to proclaim himself the
leader of the party in the state. Murk
the reply:
"1 have no ambitious to be leader,'
sand Mr. Glynu.
There we have Glynn's certificate
of Murphy's leadership.
In the New York Times of the day
alter this interview, in the report of
events at Albany, there appears this
significant paragraph:
"The legislative leaders who were
hero today were profuse in declaring
that. Mr. Glynn would have the hearty
support of the Democratic majority in
the legislature, and that they did not
look for any differences
like those
of
which marked the administration
Sulzer."
There we have Tammany's certificates of Glynn's acceptability to it.
What is the prospect that the new
governor will attempt to perform the
paramount duty which now faces him?
Xew York, Oct. 30.
if not.
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THE WEATHER

Postum

vs.

Coffee

Made of Wheat

Containing a Drug

TENDS TO

TENDS TO

Rosy Complexion

Good Digestion
Good Liver
Good Heart
Peaceful Nerves
Good Flavour
No Drug

Energ- y-

'

Sallow Complexion

' Stomach Troubles

Bad Liver
Heart Palpitation
Shattered Nerves
Good Flavour!
Caffeine, a Drug
Weakness from Drugging

;

Spanish-America-

Try each and judge for yourself.
POSTUM comes in two forms.
REGULAR POSTUM requires fifteen to twenty minutes boiling to bring out the
rich flavour and food value.
INSTANT POSTUM requires no boiling, but is made instantly by stirring a teaspoon-fu- l
of soluble powder in a cup of hot water and adding cream and sugar to taste.

Drink it instead of coffee.

"There's a Reason."
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Need
Health and strength.
The work of a home keeping womau
makes a constant call in her strength
land vitality, and sickness comes
through her kidneys and bladder
eftener than she knows. Foley Kidney
I 'ills will
invigorate and restore her.
and weak back, nervousness, aching
joints and irregular bladder action
will all disappear when Foley Kidney
Fills are used. The Capital Pharmacy.
Women
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NOTICE!
Hon. Canuto Alarid. Probate Judge
of the county of Santa Fe, State of New
Mexico, this 14th day of October, 1913,
hap appointed Mrs. Pilar Abcytla de

sriddle

fins,

of tne estate

Anodaca administratrix

of the deceased Manuel B. Apodacn,
and all those who have claims to make
are notified to come and present thetr

claims within the time and term of
the law.
PILAR
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Insist on it
received
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Pari, Ewxwition,
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ABEYT1A DK A POD AC A,

Administratrix.
j

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

HIGHEST
AWARDS
World'
Pure Pood
Exposition, Chicago.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
KoomB

17-1- 8

Banta Fe, New Mexico.
Chas. F. Enemy,
EASLEV

La-a-

.

Chaa.

.

Eaey,

EA'JLFY.
aw.
Attorneyi-i- t
Practice In the Couna ana caiara
Department.
t,and granti and tltlca examinee-Sant- a
Fe. N. it., branch Office,
cia, N. M.
&

K:a

Q. W. PRICHARD,

tWt lave noBCT wben Ta bur efcesp or big can I
Attorney and Counaeilor-at-Law- .
I1 Yot
baking powder. Dob'I be milled. Boy Calami, lt'a I
Practices In all the District Court
aiorc whotennetivet beat result. I
I more tXMOBaicil
I Cilwet it tar toperior to tour Bilk and mtfa.
and gives special attention to caaea

before the State Supreme Court.

Office: Laughlln Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

highest, 81 in 1S7S.
Extreme this date, II years record,
lowest, 19 in 1872.
Forecast,
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
cloudy and threatening with light rain
tonight or Friday; continued mild
weather.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Friday generally cloudy, probably light
rain or snow in north portion: warmer in east portion tonight.
Conditions.
The barometer remains high over
ti e eastern slope of the Rockies and
the central valleys, with fair, cool
weather, but over the western slope
of the Rockies and thence westward,
the pressure falls off rapidly to a long
trough of low barometer extending
southeast from western Oregon to
Arizona. Much cloudiness is present,
temperatures are moderate to high,
and rain has occurred in northern Nevada, northern Utah and South Da
kota. Conditions favor partly cloudy
and threatening weather in this section, with rain tonight or Friday, and
continued mild temperatures.

Stats of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
county, 6s.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of lne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
'""ounty and State
City of Toledt
aforesaid, anc iuat said Arm will pay
the sum of o.NE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH Cl'RE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subf"ibed
in my presence, this Cth day of December, A. D. 1880.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall'a Family Pills for
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GOOD

ROADS

MEETING

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Nov.

I

Oth

1

5th,

191

J

$47.70

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE

DATES OF SALE,
November 8th to 10th.
RETURN LIMIT,
Thirty Days from Date of Sale
TAKE THE "SANTA FE ROAD."

sup-nl-

It

. Try
"RE80I.VKNT."
l.AIHKS
remove superfluous
guaranteed lo
hair. Will not harm the most delicate
skin, $1.00 hy mail. The
Mills Building, Rl
Co., S2
I'aso. Texas.

guarau.
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lion cords of pulp wood are cut
f
Canada every year and over
of this comes to the U. S.
Anyone looking for cheap food will
Le interested in a bulletin just issued
by the department of agriculture, calling attention to the value of cowpeas
and kafllr coru for human consumption. Cowpeas have been raised in
the south extensively as a fertilizing
crop. When they get big enough, the
crop is plowed under. Katiir corn is
raised as a fodder. It now appears
that kafllr cornmeal is just as tasty
and exactly as nourishing, as proved
as ordinary
by chemical analyses,
cornmeal. Cowpeas are just as nourishing and good to eat as beans. Kaffir cornmeal is worth tfiree cents a
pound while ordinary cornmeal costs
six cents and upwards. Cowpeas can
be bought by the bushel. The department publishes a lot of recipes for
cooking and preparing these articles
for the table.
There is serious question in 'he
minds of congressmen who are preparing to introduce legislation looking to government ownership and op
eration of telegraphs and telephones
whether it will be best to purchase ex
isting lines, or construct a new system. There is some consideration also being given to the purchase of the
competing Postal Telegraph system
and using it in government nanus
against the Western Union. Investi
gations carried on by the interstate
commerce commission, and by Congressman Lewis of Maryland and others reveal the enormous inflation bystock watering of the Western Union
properties. This company is nowcapitalized at. more than $100,000,000. WOMAN AND PISTOL
Its original investment was $150,000.
SCARE BURGLAR
In 1852 its capital stock was $240,000.
In 1858 this had riseu to $;S85,700. Its
Pittsburg, Oct. :10. Mrs. William
absorption of the Brownsville, Neb.,
to Salt Lake City telegraph line, gave Dittmer, on hearing a noise downstairs
an opportunity for enormous stock early today, arose got a revolver and
watering. This line had originally surprised Andrew Day, a negro, piling
cost In cash $147,000. When the up her silverware in the dining room.
Mrs. Dittmer "covered" the burglar
Western Union acquired it, the aband commanded that he proceed as
sorption was accomplished by iBsuing
she directed. Thinking he could scare
$2,000,000 worth of stock, making the
total Western Union capitalization up her, the man made a move as though
to that time $3,000,000, on an actual it0 jump. He quickly subsided, how
valuation of something like $500,000. ever, when he felt the cold metal on
In 1803, the company cut a juicy mel- his neck.
"My finger is just itching to pull
on. A stock dividend of $3,000,000
was declared, thus increasing thejtnls trigger," said the woman.
nronortlnn of water to valuation so' sue ien marcnea tne negro two
a
that it stood at about five to one. The ''locks and turned him over to po
same year $1,678,000 of new stock was liceman.
so
issued to buy other properties,
that by the year 1864 the total capitalization was $11,000,000. This was all
so easily accomplished that the owners decided to keep on with the good
The temperature yesterday ranged
thing. In 1865 another one hundred frcm 20 to 53 degrees; the humidity
was
declared
per cent stock dividend
v,as 48 per cent. It was a clear day
raising the capitalization to $22,000, with a eold wave in the morning, and
in
000. In 1867 the capitalization had
rising temperature during the fore
creased to $41,049,400. By 1895, the noon. There was increasing ciouai-ues- s
capitalization had reached the enorwith warmer weather in the
mous total of $95,000,000. It is esti- afternoon and night.
mated that at that time the actual
The temperature at 8 a. m. today
investments in the property repre- was 38 in Santa Fe, In other cities it
senting values was probably some- was as follows:
where around $30,000,000. The entire
Amarillo, 2S: Bismarck, 20; Boise,
plant could probably be duplicated 4; Cheyenne, 20; Dodge City, 26; Du- new today for about $20,000,000.
rpngo, 34; Flagstaff, xi; urana junction, 3S; Helena, 28: Kansas City, 26;
Lander, 18; Los Angeles, 58: Modena,
ADMIRAL CLARK
Ml; Oklahoma, 26; Phoenix, 48; Port
ON BRIDGE AGAIN land, 4S; Pueblo, 24; Rapid City, 24;
Roseburg, 42; Roswell, 36; Salt Lake,
Washington, Oct. 30. Rear Admiral 40; San Francisco, 54; Spokane, 36;
Charles E. Clark, retired, cjmniander Tonopah, 44; Williston, 20; Whine-- ;
of rhp battle ship Oregon when she roucca, 48.
Local Data.
iiade her faaieus trip around "!upe
Horn at the opening of the
Highest temperature this date last
inwar, today accepted the
yar, 44.
Lowest temperature this date last
vitation of Seoretary Daniels o be on
the bridge of his old ship to lend the year, 31.
international feet though Panama
Extreme this date, 41 years record,
Canal early ia 1915.
The Admiral, at Secretary Iianiel's
Every Woman
leauest, called at the Navy DepartIs Interested and should
ment.
know about the wonderful
hen the Oregon made her voyage
Marvel
around the Horn in IS 18, she covered
asoucne
13,800 miles and Joined the fleet in
time to take part in the destruction Aakvoardraeeltfor
V AMiu mjt
v
of Cervera's fleet. Had the canal rt. If he cannot
the MARVEL,
been in operation at the time she
no other, but
could have reached her destination by accept
tend stamp for book.
44 E. 23. St,
milea.
fe
Mam!
4,600
steaming only
in

Salesmen
WANTED
;iuu
jhulii s to represent us - in Hns territory,
choii c line of
Splendid opportunityWestern nrnui rage t o.,
penalties.
v.M Mills llldg., El I'aso, Texas.

H.

S.

LUTZ,

AGENT,

SANTA FE, N. M.

DR. W. HUME

BROWN,

Denti.t.
Ovi' Spitz Jewelry Store)
Roomi 1, 2 and t.

tnone

Red 6.
Office Hourt 8 a. m.
And by Appointment.
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Quick Help to Backache and Rheuma-

tism.
The man or woman who wants
quick help from backache and rheumatism, will find it In Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
ciean and free of impurities, are toned
up and strengthened to healthy vigorous action. Good results follow their
use promptly. The Capital Phaimacy.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."
Work for the New Mexican, it la
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new ttate.

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
To Effective

January

1st,

I9IJ.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eattbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

to AlbuNo. 3 carries passenger
querque, locally, and to Pacific

Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eattbound. connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Vecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Banta Fe 6:08 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect wVth No. 7 westbound berrying El Paso deeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fc 1:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eaetbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fc 12:88
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
OFFICIAL.

ANDREWS

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

j

BECOMING VERY

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

CRITICAL

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

AUTO DELIVERY

Service

PhQneNo'4

ANDREWS

LITIGATION

AND

PAYMENT flF TAXES REPORT-

IN
ED.

Phone No.4

'ttt

g

INJUNCTION SUITS

Try Our

IS

SITUATION

TAX

ap-- I
the state board of equalization. At Incites that the attorney general
the
least so say the reports of the situa plied for a receiver ''to Tvtnd up"
tion as printed in the newspapers: business of the bank.
The following item appeared in the
School Census, , ,.
Record of Tuesday, while the Morning
The 191.1 school census of San
News of that day had an even longer
Miguel county is 7S3C, according to a
story on the subject:
educaPreliminary steps were taken this report received at the
afternoon by the Koswell ltetailers' tional department today .from County
and Business Men's association to en- Superintendent M. F. Dps Marais.
join the county assessor from changUnappropriated Lands.
ing the county books to conform with
Surveyor General John sV. iviarcn
the instructions ot the state, board of
equalization. Secretary Toms of the 'has received a printed circular from
association circulated a petition this .the department of the interior show-linthe vacant lands in ,NeV. Mexico;
afternoon to secure the pledges and
the action will probably be filed to- The total number of aores, of survey
ed land which has been unappropriamorrow in the district court.
It is planned to bring suit in the dis- ted is 20,027,792; unsurveyed, 10,370.The
of
total
rea
31,298,621.
to
829;
making
an
court
for
injunction
trict
strain the assessor from making any totals in land districts are as follows:
Clayton, 642,502 (all 'surVfcyedfc $
raises in the valuation of the property
Fort Sumner, 1.927,32$ fall surgein the county. The Retailer's associai i
tion will probably make its light, only d).
Las Cruces, S,l 95,002 U'tirvey.tfd),..
against the raising of the valuation ou
merchandise. Reports were current 3,910,970 (unsurveyed).
Roswell. 3,424,671 (surveyed);
this afternoon that other property
(unsurveyed).
holders in the county were preparing
Santa Fe, 6.277.978 (surveyed!;
to institute similar proceedings to pre(unsurveyed).
vent a raise in the valuation of agriTucumcari, 460,251 (surveyed); 45,cultural lands and other property.
280 (unsurveyed).
Most of the land is "VrfHed to, grazWater Filing Approved.
of it' is"elassed as
State Engineer James A. French to- ing, though some
and timber." very nt- "mountainous
Matt
of
water
the
filing
day approved
tie of it is listed as agricultural.
Sparks, of Folsom, N. M., for 2.5 secfor
Cimarron
ond feet from the Dry
WANTS POISON INJECTEfl
the irrigation of ;!5 acres in Twp. 30
FEARING BURIAL ALIVE.
north, range 28 east.
abject ;ter:
Washington, Oct.
ror of burial alive. Dr. Rtidoloh RaW
Road Gang Moves.
The convict gang which for a long enburg. for a half century connected
time was working on the road at .amy with the office of the surgeon; general
of the army, insisted in'hiB will that
and which finish their work at
will
a
to
tomorrow
or
powerful poison be injected into bis
today
after he was supposedly dead,
will
veins
where
to
they
then go
Tecolote,
continue the repairing of the Santa in order that there should- be no
The gruesome reouest came to
road.
light today when the will was offered
I
for probate.
New Corporation.
"To make sure of absolute death,"
The Albuquerque Film Manufacturread the last testament, "I hereby
ing company filed incorporation, padirect that the undertakers before burof
the
office
company
The
pers today.
shall inject hypoder'mlcally, a' sowill be at Albuquerque, and G. P. ial,
of two ounces containing ten
lution
The
is
the
capital
Hamilton
agent.
of potassium cyatiijle frnto, ny
grains
$100
into
divided
stock is $50,000,
veins, preferably into the Mterrial Jugshares, and It' 'Commences business ular vein."
f.
with $3000 paid in, and held by the folDr. Ravenburg was a graduate in
lowing: G. P. Hamilton, 10 shares; medicine, although he. never practicW. v.. RoEers.'lO shares, and H. F.
ed. He served in the-- Indian camConnelly, 10 shares, all of Albuquer paign and in the civil war in the regque.
was hnried in Arling
ular iiniu'.
ton national cemetery ten days ago. ,
INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING
THE INCOME TAX.
'
U. S. ARMY WANTS NEW
Internal Revenue Collector Otero
MANEUVER GROUND
has received the following telegram
San Francisco, Oct. 30. The departfrom Commissioner of Internal Reve- ment of
the Pacific, United States
nue Osborne: "Time for taking out
is looking for a new field for
license and filing bonds for collecting army,
maneuvers. The coast is being searchforeign items under income tax law ed from the Canadian to the Mexican
extends to December 1, 1913. Appli
bordier for suitable location The old
cation' to collector for license required field near here has been abandoned.;business."
before doing

CHAVES

LEAD WITH

COUNTY

TAKES

BERNALILLO

A

THE

CLOSE

SECOND

"IMPERIAL"

CANT

STAND

THE RAISE

The Albuquerque Herald, which had

TftE MRWAMZ MAN MB

a long nomplnint on the tax situation
in Monday evening's issue has the following in its news columns Wednes-

day:
"The increase in the valuation by
the state board, following the equalization by Assessor Heyn and the
county board this year, will, it is predicted, result in serious litigation,
aincfi it is nointed out that most of
the real estate in Albuquerque was
already assessed at the onethird of
its actual value as provided by law.
With the 20 per cent increase ordered
this
by the board of equalization,
property must now pay on the basis
of 50 per cent of its real value."

EXPERIENCE knows which way to go EXPERIENCE shows which way
EXPERIENCE chooses EXPERIMENT chances.
you should have gone.
Stop taking chances. Leave EXPERIMENT to those who prefer the
of wondering how things will turn out, buy your Kitchen and
Household articles from the RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE and you will
know by Experience that it is the only way toward Satisfaction.
No. 190 Tea Kettles
Triple-coated-

,

Enameled Dippers
Enameled Mixing Bowl
Enameled Drinking Cups....
75 3 for
75 2'2-qEnameled, Lipped Sauce
75 Pans
.85 The Great Harpers Cookers, only
.95
Pudding Pans
75
Pudding Pans

$0.95

Water Bucket
Lip Preserve

d

Triple-coate-

.752-qt- ,

15

.10

'. ...
.10
Kettles
Sance Pans
.15
t
Dish Pans
.75
t.
Dish Pans
.10
.Dish Pans
.10
t
Cereal Cookers
.20
i???
No. 28 Enameled Wash Basins..
d
Enameled Ware wil stand an awful lot of Hard Wear, If
it comes from .
t.

t.

17--

t.

Triple-coate-

the ReliablelHardware

Store.

The new tax law, the powers of the
atnto linm-r- t of ennallzation. the duties
of the county assessor, and the whole
tax situation generally is soon to oe
pretty well aired, and tested in the
various courts of the state judging
acfrom the notices of preliminary
tion said to be contemplated by taxpayers in various counties.
Just how these tax payers expect
the state to run is hard to see, although there is no disputing the fact
that the expense of running the state
(rnvemmen t. is much more than that
For instance there is
of the territory.
one item of $135,00(1 alone in interest
tmrt ainirine- funds, due to the various
bond issues provided for by the state
There is also $140,000
r,af Hi.iinn
additional Increase in state expenses
outside of the interest anu Binning
fund item, and a deficiency appropria
tion of about $35,000.
Arlvmia has a taxable valuation of
last
$375,000,000, while New Mexico
year had $72,000,000, while with tne
mu,io tiv the state board of
equalization, New Mexico now has but
,..-an-

$91,000,000.

The "Imperial County of Chaves,"
in every connection
but taxes, is about to father a movement to enjoin tliff county assessor
from making tho raises called for by

that is Imperial

AFTER TEN YEARS.

Santa Fe Want Ad is cheap but it
sure does the work. Try one and be
convinced.

Hearing Saturday.
The Montezuma Trust company, of
Albuquerque, in an order issued yesJlaynolds of the disterday
trict court, is directed to show cause
Saturday pioming why a receiver
should not be appointed. The' order

& MARX

make this garment in a way that gives
the wearer plenty of style, all. sorts of
comfort and the sort of service you like
to get. It's a garment that will be a
cold weather stand-b- y
for many seasons. You'll find here a big variety of
fine overcoats in all sorts of good fabrics and in many choice models. Best
stock of overcoats you ever had a choice
of. Many
girls and women
SchaiTner & Marx
Hart
by
Copyright 1907
are using Hart Schaff ner &; Marx Over
coats this Fall. We'll be glad to show some very stylish garments made
for men, but good for women, too.

-

J-

.,:--- .
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SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden,

j

SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 12

Always Stop

at the Ancient City's Pride,
aim

(

"51
l

1

MUUtKN ANU

niuim iiD.Tn.nnTr
LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

1 Service

Fk.

at

and Cuisine
the Best in the City

Ample facilities for large

and duialllmnqueta.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Dp.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.

or

Flour Hay, Grain,
Sol
iLFaLFA SEED.

All kinds

RETAIL

Hi'

it

Potatoes and Salt.

:C

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packate

i

grain house in Santa Fe

IMiMon7nui4VY

1

I'llla In Itrd an. I Uald meulllAv
U.xcs, scale! with Blue Rlhbon.
Talie no othe. Buy of jonr

"

A ik f
3
frill.)FilIIKH.TPB
l , for S8
UIAJIOM" ItllAM)

llrurtBl--

years

AfinU For

The only exclusive

yt

PI
XL?

AND

WHOLESALE

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.

Vn::v,ti

as llest. Sliest,

Always

buc

KelUi.l

LEQ HERSCH

Phone Black

45

SUITS, COAT
The Prettiest and Most Stylish

Suits and Coats

I

Have Seen !

That's the opinion of almost every lady
who has seen our wonderful display of
new Outer Wear Garments for Fall and
Winter. It certainly is a rare treat, and
you should not miss another day without
seeing it. All the; newest effects in fabrics, and the most modish of the season's
are here for your pleasure to see and
try on.

$15.00, $20.00, $25.00 to $40.00

Come and See Us
You Can Save Money.

mmmxmmmmmmmmmtmmm

N.SALMON

THE BIG STORE
'

1

MISS A. MUGLER

'

ways.

wxmiK

'

;

d

'

the body when very cold weather comes,
a good, big: adjustable collar that you
can wear with comfort any one of three

mm mm m

IF

t.

THE KIND OF AN OVERCOAT jYOU WANT
JUST
enough to keep you warm clear down to the
ground, but not so long that you can't walk comfortably. There's fullness in the skirts that will give you freedom of motion, a good belt to keep the coat snug around

out-of-do-

id

Canon City, Colo., Oct. 30. Mrs.
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
F.lla D. Bassford, a music teacher of
this city .left yesterday for El Paso,
Beaver.
Texas, to join her husband Samuel n Plush, Velour, Felt,
Hats
Moire
Bass-forSilk.
.Satin,
contractor.
Mrs.
Velvet,
a
Bassford,
recently received a letter from together with a most beautiful
her husband whom she had mourned line of novelties in Ribbons.
as dead for ten years. The couple Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feathwas married here 15 years ago but five er?, Etc., are shown at
years later he left home.

30.-7- 11'

OVERCOAT

HflRT SCHAFFNER

1913.

Elegant Line

GOES TO JOIN HUSBAND

tf

CHAVES
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